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A IciBatlc study of the sintering of silica xerogel 
\mB made by following the dehydration of gel spheroids 
ClODO-’^ ivXand yu) using a thermogravlmetrle balanceo
The scope of the work was extended to Include the effects of 
small addition© (usually g go ion of mineral 1©era on the 
reaction rate@ The additive© used were , HaCl, MGlp
MBrp 1,1#80^ g Bad#, OaOl#, Al@0@g 110, CdOp ZnO^ Or#Oj^  and 
GuOo
In most oases it was shown that the additives increase 
the rate of dehydration, this effect being purely catalytic 
below the Tammami temperatureo However there was a marked 
tendency for solid-aolid interaction to occur above this 
temperatureo One of the important surface oharaoteristic© 
measured was surface area by low temperature gas adsorption 
(8# at 90®IC) « This showed a feature characteristic of 
sintering vi&o fall in surface area with inoreaae in 
temperatureo The method of Cranston and Inklej?* was used 
to calculate pore size distribution© of the gel systenso 
Contrary to the normal method of calculating pore size 
distributions from the desorption branch of a BoKoTo 
Isotherm, this method employs the adsorption branch as well
as lead lag to an independent determination of the eurfae© 
area* The ©urfaee areas calculated in this fashion were within 
2g& of that calculated using the BoBofo equation^ An 
apparatus was designed to give a measure of the bulk or - 
mercury density of the xerogel s p h e r o i d The values derived 
showed an inereae© In density with temperature increase, 
which is a oharacteriatlc property of sintering react 1 oneo
%-ray powder photographe were taken in an attempt to 
indent!Ty new phases formed by solld-aolid interaction between 
the gel and the mineralizerso
Part II
The object of the work was to make a general study of the 
preparation and physical properties of selected transition 
metal complexe© In non ""aqueous solvents « The metals examined 
were Gu(ll), Oo(II), Mi(lî), and &i(ll) as either the 
bis'^^perchlomtet chloro--“perohlorate^ bls-^'tetrafluorobormte, or
the ohloro’-tetrafluo rob orate in ether solution a The method of 
preparation of the solution consisted of shaking the metal 
halide with silver perchlorate {tatrafluoroborate) in ethero
The ligands which were added to the above solutions were 
triphenyl-phosphlne, triphenyl-arslne, triphenyl-stibine.
, trimethyl phomphlt®, triethyl 
phosphite» triphenyl phosphite, trlethyl amine and h^ -methyl^  
2,6,7-trio3m*^d^"pho©phahiûycloS2p2o2o3 oetan©o In certain 
case# reaction took place between the ligand tmû the metal 
salt, but in the majority, normal complexés of the type 
M-*-^ (L) _  (010*) or _  GIGIO^, and the
corresponding fluoroborat es were formed»
Thm physical properties of the resulting complexes 
were then examined using Infrared, ultravioiet(solutlon or
reflectance spectra), far infrared and by the analysis of the 
compound  ^ Using thtsEdata, possible structurea are postulated
I
G H A m m  I 
Introduction^s*553KS*eAS«a$y!«mwïü22:^;aa»;
Very little work has been done on the thermal ' 
dehydration of ellloa gele, and no ©tudiee have been 
reported In which the effect© of aelId additives, or 
impurities, on the course of dehydration have been 
examinedo Ho previous studies have been made of the 
chemistry of the thermal dehydration other than those 
which may be inferred from publications primarily 
concerned with sintering processesFor example,
i
Goodman and Gregg have shown that sintering of silica 
gel is consistent with dehydration and consequent loss 
of surface area and pore volume « Therefore, in the 
present studies, attention has to be given to the 
linked processes of chemical change due to dehydration-» 
catalytic a?id non-catalytic - and physical change 
brought about by agglomeration or sinterlngo
Sintering is a broad term but may be considered as 
the adhesion of particles of a solid to form aggregates, 
It occurs most readily in high temperature regions 
and for metals and metallic oxides, this indicates a 
region from 0o4 to 0<.5 Tm where Tm temperature of 
melting in It involves a reduction of free energy
oontent along with a reduction in the specifio surface 
of the solid «
The mechanism of almterlmg is extremely complex and
 ^n 0  ^p ®
may be Influenced by various faotorso Huttig et al
were among the first to inveetigate the process eyetemat*-
icalljp and deduced a mechanism involving adhésion»
surface diffusion and lattice diffusiono High tamperat-
ure sintering has been Investigated by a number of
workers because of xh^ wide range of
industrial importance regarding seml^^conductors, ferrite©
and powder metallurgy, attached to the bulk movement of a
solid, whether by surface diffusion, OTaporatioa-»
condensation, volume diffusion, viscous or plastic flowo
&8
More recent investigators have subdivided sintering
processes into three stages, vlso (a) initial,
(b) Intermediate and (c) finalo la the initial ©tag©, 
meek growth commences between particle©o Im the 
Intermediate stage there la a continuouB pore phase and 
the pores are Intersected by grain boundariee®
When the pores are sealed the final stage sets 
In contrast, however, to explanations of the 
sintering behaviour of metala which can be
related purely to changea of surface free energy
■3^
Chemical interaction has to be considered in the case 
of silica xerogel and related hydrous oxide aystemso
Scope of present Investigation
Im the synthesis of minerals prepared by heat
l é @1^
treatment or sintering réactions, the rate of
reaction may become large well below the fusion point 
of the reactantso Such processes may be completed 
some hundreds of degrees below the eutectic temperatures 
of the systems involved® However, no quantitative data 
is available as to the mechanism of this solid-state 
Catalysiso
At the same time, eilica and silica gels are often 
used in mixtures or as metal supports in many 
heterogeneous catalytic reactionso Hence, it Is 
valuable to observe whether the properties of silica 
and silica gels may be influenced by the inoluaion of 
catalytic agente such ae oxide and halide additiveso
Silica gel represents a relatively simple chemical 
system and its properties in the presence of such 
additive© at temperatures above S4Ô® are not ImowBo 
Thus, information on (a) the energetics of dehydration, 
(b) chemical and (c) physical properties would be of 
considerable value in understanding the behaviour of
simple ©ilica sjatem© ae these are applied in proeeese® 
Involving (i) hot ga@-drylmg (11) cracking cataljeie 
' and (111) adiabatic detoiaidificatioiio
Mlnerallaer©
The mee of orystallising agents or mlnerallaers
Hru
have been employed in order to accelerate crystal growth. 
The modes of action of such processes are diverse, and
can best be understood by reference to specific examples
& 0 & 0
which have been reviewed by Taylor and Oohn «
Im these reviews it has been shown that the sintering
of amorphous alumina to give corundum is greatly 
accelerated by calcium fluorideo It is suggested that 
aluminium fluoride is formed
SOaEg -i- AlgOg ^  3GaO SAlFg
and that crystalline AlgOg then results from the 
reverse reaction, the mineralizer acting by forming an
intermediate compoundo
& ?
Barrer has shown that a hydro-thermal synthesis 
of a aeolitic species has been observed in which 
alkallne-earth halides, vizo barium chloride or barium 
fluoride were specific mlneraliserso The salts acted 
as space fillers to permit and stabilise the growth of
an open alumino#ilioaté“ framework® The barium 
chloride or barium fluoride may subsequently be 
extracted from solid solution throughout the interstiees 
of the framework to leave the salt-free zeoliteo
Hot all mineralizers act by forming such intermediate 
compounds® ryrolytic or pneumatolytic crystallisation® 
are affected by water in two main ways viz* (i) by 
lowering the viscosity of a magma with which it is 
associated and (ii) by lowering the fusion temperature 
of crystalline species in equilibrium with the magma«
It might he anticipated that other volatile compounds 
such as hydrogen fluoride, hydrogen chloride, sulphur 
dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, ammonia or carbon dioxide 
would tend to give similar results to water®
The actual structure of silica gel has received much
a 9
discussion^ Vail has pointed out that in silica gel 
the particles grow in size, become more anisotropic, 
and coagulate by aggregation; io©o in the same volume 
of gel the individual particlee may decrease in number 
and increase in sizeo Signer and Kgli concluded 
that the framework of silica gel was not made up of 
simple chains of Si-= 0 —  31 linkageso It is very 
likely that the network gel structure is composed
,6
initially of polysilicic aeid unite containing an
average of 3 to 6 SiO^ unite each, sine© ae shown by
s i
Her 9 th© eilicic acid liberated from this silicate 
by acid is already polymerised at least to this degree, 
On the basis of the thermal ageing of eiliea gels, 
Shapiro and Kolthoff confirmed that the structure 
of silica gel could best be visualised as being made 
up of discrete particleso
From the above considerations, along with the 
existing knowledge of gel formation, it is indicated 
that silica gels consist of three-dimensional networks 
of polymerised silicic acid, junction point® of these 
silicic acid macromolecule© consist of chains of 
micelles arranging themselves in lattice ordero
On the basis of the concept that silica gel is 
composed of discrete particles, Plank and Drake 
point out that9 in view of the mechanical strength 
of dry gels, the particles must be firmly bonded 
tog©there These author© visualise that, at least 
initially, the micelles" are bonded together in 
chains, probably by hydrogen bondingo However, in 
view of the fact that the surfaces of particles of 
colloidal silica is composed of 81(0E)^ groups, it is
7.
likely that, when these particles come together, 
condensation between silanol groups occurs and 
siloxan© bonds are formed between the particles, as 
postulated by Carman®
If the process of oxygen sharing is extended, so 
that each sheet is linked to the neighbouring sheets 
above and below, a three-dimensional network is 
obtained in which every oxygen atom is common to two 
tetrahedral SiO^ groupso The whole network then has 
the composition 810^, and represents one giant molecule 
of Bilicao The three principal crystalline forme of 
silica - erietobalit©, tridymite and quartz - are 
based on this kind of atruotureo Oristoballte and 
tridymite are built up in exactly the manner described, 
and differ In the way thé- cross-linking is achievedo 
In quartz, the regular arrangement is somewhat 
distorted, so that spirals of 0 — Si— 0-> 81—  0 — chains 
lie around trigonal screw axes of symmeti^ jo
Outline of Experimental Approach
 ^ , 88,80,89,88,00
The effects of heat treatment of
silica gel has been investigated by a number of workers 
but these studies have been restricted almost entirely
ate techniques based rni physical adsorption of gaeee 
such as BitrogeUo
Since it has been shown that foreign ions affect
8 0 mS@
the sintering of active solids, great care
was taken to ensure that the silica gel was free from 
such impuritieso Previous ivork on the thermal 
dehydration of silica gel has been carried out in 
these laboratorieso However9 it was decided that 
an essential feature of the kinetic work was to have 
regular geometry of particles so that purely chemical 
effects might be separated from physical oneso
Besides studying the kinetics of dehydration by 
means of a thermal balance, the surface properties 
and pore structure of the gel were investigated using 
a number of techniques, vizo (i) mercury or bulk 
density to obtain pore volume data, (11) surface area 
measurements from BoEoTo isotherme and (ill) X-ray 
powder photographyo
The thermal balance was employed for several 
reasonsg viz®,
(1) it showed the quantity of volatile matter lost 
and the rate pattern of the lose,
9'
(2) it was used to follow sintering at steady 
• temperature®9
(3) it gave an easy and accessible method of following 
changes In the rate of sintering at different 
temperatures, with or without mlnerall&ere ®
Lump or mercury density was measured since the 
lump volume of a solid consists of the true volume 
of the solid phase together with the pore volume*
This was of prime Importance since bulk movement of
a solid is consistent with a drastic reduction in pore 
volume, and immersion in mercury gives an indication 
of the temperature at which bulk movement commenoedo
Low temperature gas adsorption has long been used 
for the evaluation of structural data, ©specially with 
respect to surface areas and pore structureso
Structural effects caused by heat treatment were 
examined by taking X-ray powder photographs and by 
phot ©micrographs o The X*^ ray technique was useful 
for identifying the formation of new solid phases, 
while photomicrographs supplied confirmatory evidence 
that the first stage of sintering had been reached<,
X 8
This point ie defined by Gobleq (See page 2)«
Details of the application of the Above technique 
are given in the experimental eectlono
By an analysis of the result© obtained from the 
above methods, it was hoped to elucidate the behaviour 
of silica gel on sintering and also to relate the 
Importance of its surface character1stIce in it® 
applications to heterogeneous catalysiso
A brief review of the general experimental 
approach has been given In Chapter I« In the present 
chapter the practical details Involved, and the mode 
of 111terpretat 1 om of the results will b© considered 
more fully®
(1)
Microspheroids of silica gel were prepared by a
tê
method similar to that of MarisaCo fhie consisted 
of passing a fin© jet of a mixture of sodlim silicate 
( B o g ®  l o l O )  and sulphuric acid ( s o g o  l o l O  - lol5)» 
at approximat©3«y the gelling pH (4o5) down a six foot 
celumm of oil (Sogo 0o75 - loOO) at 60-70®o 
The hydrogel formed into microspherolds in falling 
down the oil phase and then set in an underlying 
water layer containing a surface active agents 
Experiment® were carried out with various types of 
cationic, anionic and non-ionio detergents to find the 
beat surface active additive^ Finally, the one 
chosen was a saturated solution of sodium dioctyl
—12—
sulphosuecinate dissolved in methylated spirits, a© 
a 2fa v/v ©olution in the water phase@ On removal
of the spheroids from the column - by downward 
flushing - the water was drained off and the hydrogel 
particles were allowed to synerlae for 24 hourso 
The sulphate in the hydrogel was then removed by 
Soxhlet extraction with water for 20 hours@
This was followed by extraction of any surface oil 
and sodium dioatyl aulphosucoinate with benzene for 
16-24 hours® finally, the spheroids were washed In 
acetone and dried ©lowly at 50®, before being 
separated into the required else ranges by mlevlngo 
The Boxhlet extraction times taken were shown to have 
removed the oil and detergent by the absence of 
visible charring of the surface on heating in a 
crucible to around 400®C ®
(2) Thermal balance
The rat© of dehydration was examined on a ToHo 
model Stanton thermobalance equipped with a Alchrome 
furnace g a ehax’t speed of 12"/ hour was ueedo
8 8  ,
A© in previous experiments, the silica gel/
additive charge was varied by a small amount in the
—X3—
region of Do 9 - loi go Within the©© limits no real 
mass effect was observed on the dehydration rat©
results which were converted to a mgo^go baeia a© 
shown in Table 2ol®
Table 2olo Loss in weight of 2000%_ft!n a :i!v^tfa x a ^ tfa ;TCTgs^ ÆtvnTi^i3ssg:g3gtfjj«;!eTjray7îa-^ytf^Ty5ari? Mrofc*wiii=ia»t3«»j/3i8asaag*a>^^
of silica xerogel at 500®
8
Wt® of Bample t 240® - lo
Wto of sample B at
Tim©
(secs)
W t o  lost 
(mg)'^Tff,'T%f^33V!aLa:e.^%ijLar r:LVfTaiat,q
W t o  lost . W t o  lost W t o  lost
J m m L .
75 5a 77 5.50 5o07 5 o 6 0
100 7 o 2 4 6.90 6 o 2 0 6 = 85
150 llo97 11.40 1 0 o 3 6 llo45
200 I608O 16.00 l 4 o . 4 8 I60OO
In order to study the dehydration, the temperature 
was raised to 240® and held there until all physically 
adsorbed water from the gel spheroids had been driven 
offo The sample was removed and kept over activated 
molecular sieves in a desiccatoro The furnace v/ae raised
to the required temperature and held constant before 
quickly replacing the sample in the furnaceo 
The weight loss was then recorded until a steady value 
waa reached ( i®e® less than 0«5 mg®^  in 10 minutes) o
—14—
Im general^ the time taken to reach the steady value 
was BO more than. 30 mirmteSo
(3) Low Temperature Gas Adeorptiom
(a) The Meorptlom of Bi‘|rpRem at 9Q®K
At presentp there is mo method available by 
which the absolute value of surface area cam be 
determined, though gas adsorption techniques give 
the most reproducible results for relative surface 
areas®
When a gas is admitted to am outgassed solid 
surface there is a charge attraction at the gaey4olid 
interface which causes the gas to be retained, ioOo 
adsorbedo This process Is always accompanied by a 
decrease in energyo By plotting the volume of gas 
adsorbed, atgor near its boiling point, for a eerie© 
of relative pressures we obtain an adsorption isotherm, 
The first theoretical derivation of an equation to 
describe this phenomena was made by Langmulr using 
kinetic theory® However, this equation ie restricted
in its application because of the aeeumptione made In 
its derivatioBo At present, the Brimauer, Emmett and 
Teller (BoEoTo) theory of multimolecular adsorption.
—15—
though over-simplifying the problem, is generally 
agreed as the best method of obtaining surface 
areas®  ^  ^ ^
The BOE0TO equation is usually expressed in 
the form
- V  ^ 00...c (8.1)
X^viPo P) X y^G y^sfiPo
where V - volume adsorbed at equilibrium pressure p
Pq s= saturated vapour pressure of adsorbate
7^ 1 ^ monolayer volume
0 = constant depending on the heats of adsorption 
and liquefaction of the gas®
A plot of (Po-p) against ^/po should give a 
straight line of slope and Intercept //Vm^p
from whence 7m and 0 may b© obtainedo This equation 
is found to hold experimentally in the range 0o05 <
^/po 4 0o35o The surface area B is found from 7m by 
mean© of the equation
O ^ H AO OOOOOOQQOQaOO C 2o 2)
where 1 - Avogadro^s number
Ao = area occupied per molecule In the adsorbed phaseo 
Livingstone proposes that Ao may best be evaluated
from the relationship
1 6 =
Ao « .......... . (2.3)
where 1 - molecular weight
Sl ^ liquid density of the adsorhate 
and ¥ varies from lo000-1®091, depending on the type 
of molecular packing®
4 &
Livingstone suggests further that for nitrogen 
Ao = I6o3A at 90®5®K and this value has been adopted 
in the present study®
In addition to surface areas, low temperature 
gas adsorption isotherme can provide data on pore 
size dlstributionBo For this type of Information 
the usual approach has been to apply the Kelvin 
equation (Equation 2®4) with various refinements to
• ,48 9^ 4 ,48
the desorption branch of the Isotherm®
/P n/ V m / o o s a /
ypo ™ — 2 HT ooooo (2®4)
where p s; equilibrium pressure
po = saturated vapour pressure
J/ ^ surface tension
Vm - molar volume of the adsorbate
a - angle of contact of the adsorbate in liquid 
form with the adsorbent
R ™ gas constant
>17-
T S3 absolute temperature
- value of a single pore radiuso
However, Cranston and Inklej have proposed an 
Improved method of deriving pore-slze distributions 
from the adsorption branch of the isotherm®
The method is a development of that by Barrett ©t al 
but is more exact and provides an estimate of the 
total specific surface^ which is almost independent 
of the BoEoT® value, and also leads to a comparison 
of pore volumes calculated in two ways® In terms of 
pore diameters the working equation becomes
XB 8 ” Vd A d) ooo ( Bo 5)
A.
where A d ss an increment of pore diameter
?d 6 d ^ volume of pares having diameters between 
(d - |“âd) and (d ^ 6 d)
^ma3c diameter of largest pore
 ^volume of pores having radii between 
Tg and rg
Tables of values for and the factor
are provided in the appendix®
- 1 8 -
iO i
-~1S /i7)SoP,r‘T^ O/'/ pPPAri
'='»X 9'
9?he values of pore statistic® derived from the 
iBOtherme were computed using the English Electric 
KDP9 computer at Glasgow Univereityo
(b) The meaaurememt of adsorption leotherms
A constant volume apparatus similare to that of
4 7
Joyner was used f#r the measurement of the
adsorption of nitrogen at low temperatures (Figo2ol)û
Essential features included a email dead apace ^ and
a plug of gold foil to prevent mercury vapour
contacting the adsorba-te®
The sample was weighed into a bulb ^ Xj> and oat-
gassed for on© hour at ^00® and to a pressure of 
""a
10 mm of mercuryo Gas was then admitted slowly to 
the adsorption section via the fine control needle 
valveo Before any calculations can be made the 
dead space in the system was measuredq This extended 
from the %ero mark on the burette through all the 
interoonneeting tubes between the needle valve and 
tap 0  ^with tap D closed « This apace plus the 
volume of the flask (iq©o with tap 0 open) was then 
calculated from the Ideal Gas LaWp for room and liquid 
nitrogen temperatures * At the same time the average
temperature of the sample flask when immersed in 
liquid nitrogen was estimatedo Applloation of the 
gae laws showed that the amount of gas adsorbed 5,
¥ moles g was given by the equation
'9 r¥a Vp]
^ L^r To-* oooooooooooo (8,6)
where g pd - sum of auooeaalTe doser pressures (mm 
?d volume #f doser (0 0) 
p ^ equilibrium pressure (mm Eg)
Tr ^ room temperature ( ^IC)
'fa dead space above liquid nitrogen (cc) 
To ^ temperature of cryostat (*^ K)
E - ga© constant (oe mm ®lO )
A full description of the method employed la 
best understood by referring to table (£,8) which 
was employed for all measurements taken
2) o Calculation of Surface Areas«5w!ïX‘ssîiiCy!3Jttri-s!rs^^iw3=±A3:*»esïÿs5aap^C«îï>3abarfaC^^
Column
2
Pressure
Volume
The pressures measured at
different points during the 
isotherm^
The volumes measured on the
burette at the same points 
during the isotherm,"
- 8 1
Table (802)(contd ûj o Galoulation of Surface Areaso
Column l)©Bcription
3
4
5
6
9
10
11
Volume 4- dead space
(Tr)
Volume dead space 
(I0Ï0P0
Pressure correction
Flask volume
Gas remalmIng
Total admitted
Volume adsorbed
Vfm
PlPO
The volumes in column 2 ^
dead space with sample at 
liquid nitrogen temperatur
The volumes in column 3 
corrected to HoToPo
The pressure© in column 1 
corrected for deviations 
from the ideal gas lawSo
The flask volume at 
liquid nitrogen temperature 
corrected to loToPo from 
the average temperature 
of the flask at the 
various pressures in 
column 5o
The volumes in columns 4
and 60
The volume (top line In 
column 4) 1©BB the volume 
of the bottom line of the 
previous point, Thee© 
volumes are added for 
adsorption curves and sub­
tracted for desorption 
curveBo
Volume in column 8 (bottom 
line) less the volume in 
column ?o
The volumes in column 8 
divided by the weight of 
the sample.
Pressures in column 1 
divided by the saturation 
pressureo
Mercury hae a high surface tension and a large 
contact angle and ie thus umable to enter pores of
o
radius below ©a, 50^000 A when a pressure of on© 
atmosphere raieta acrosa the menlBomÂ^ The reciprocal 
of the mercury or lump density, via, the lump volume 
includes the volume occupied by the cryetal lattice^
all the mioroporoB and most of the maeroporeao 
It is customary to distinguish as mio^g^oreg those 
pores which are so small as to become filled at p/po 
around 0,6g euch pores usually have a diameter smaller 
than about 50 A,
The apparatus usëd for the lump density (fig* 2,2) 
WEB a modification of that designed by Jepaon*'^^
The volume of the sample container was calibrated by 
finding the weight of siercury required to fill it, 
à known weight of silica gel was weighed into the 
sample holder and the system was outgaesed for am hour 
at 200^0 Freshly distilled mercury was then introduced 
until the level warn above the etch mark on the capillary, 
After coolingp excess mercury was removed till the level 
was at the etch mark. The lump density / was
-23.
Cf7
ifr
A \
Wrifc A W>/7l
" V J - / /  X
S/9/7r-it //ûA.i)^7p
(ft;/v/7c7/- /J/'fiAP/i 77’S
calculât©d from the equation
Xî n
where w^  weight of gel
0 0 0 , 0  0 0 0 0 0 (So?)
w. weight of mercury in saaiple holder
? S3 volume of sample holder
- density of mercury at room temperature
Duplicate determinations were within an experimental 
error of
X-ray powder photographe were taken on a Phillips 
PW 1009 generator vising Gu-.to radiation, The d-valuee 
of any new phases formed by the interaction of silica 
gel and additive were calculated using the Ferranti 
Slriua computer at the University of Strathclyde,
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The Effect of Sodium Tungstat© Additions
Before examining the effects of additives on 
the dehydration rat© of silica gelp the first 
©xperlmente war© designed to study and elucidate the 
kinetics for the sintering of silica gel alone,
For effective comparisonp the surface properties 
Measured In the latter case are included In that 
section dealing with the physical properties of gels 
as affected by the presence of additives.
Starting materials
Silica^ .,g©,l - the preparation of microepheroids was 
described In detail previously (Chapter II), 
Irregular gel particles were prepared by allowing a 
mixture of ©odium silicate and sulphuric acid to gel 
at pH - 4^5 iB a large container, The gel was then 
broken up^ and sieved to give particles of the same 
dimension rang® ae the spheroids,
toalar sodium tungstat© ( Mae.WO^  o 21.^ 0) , The sodium 
tungstate hydrate was heated to 120® on the thermal 
balance before each run g to drive off the water of 
oryetallisationo
- 2 6 .
Three different methods of studying the effect 
of sodium tungstate (io©o Ma^WO^) on the dehydration 
of silica xerogel were attempted. In all cases the 
amount of sodium tusigetate was calculated as gram ion 
of tmigstate ion on the weight of SiO^ obtained from 
1 go silica gel activated at 260® and subsequently 
calcined at 1500® for several hourso This is shown 
in the following typical oalculationo
Tjpical Oalculation
of gel activated at 240® - 0,9868 g,
Wto lost at 1500® ^ o0594 go
0^0 Volatile water content - ,^£§£4 % 100 ^
o9868 — ^
Since the volatile matter content ^
1 go gel activated at 240® contains 0,96 g, SiOg
O M Cî *5 ^ 0 o 9b X 28 o 06 C3 40 O Vo 90 go DlUg — go DlllCOSl
^ 0o445 go Silicon and
o"0 0o5l5 go oxygen,
0o445 go Si ^ ^ 0o0158 go atoms Silicon
Similarly we have 0o0322 go atoms oxygen.
Do0068 go atome Ma*®” 
0o0054 go ions
low 1 go la^WO^ ^ O0OO l and
;c=>
o 003"^
o ° o  g  i o B  %  f o r  1  g o  M a g W O ^  ^  ■ ~ g ^ g ™ ^ ~ ' ® " Q Q g g “ ;^;~’~ Q Q g ^ *  %  3 . 0 0
Bo 84.4
r —
This oalculaticm wae repeated for various weights of 
sodium tumgstate and a plot of g, ioa^ tuagstate lorn 
against weight of sodium tungstate was drawn,
Thus depending on the starting weight of activated 
gel we can readily find the weight of sodium tiingBtate 
required for a definite g, ion # of tungstat© ion. 
Mixing In the prlmolpal series of experiments 
was by hand-stirring and shaking the gel and tungstate 
for about 5 minutes, (The amount of mixing was 
found to be of prim© Importance, At 500®ü with 
efficient mixing» the rate of dehydration wa©
3ùo2 mgo/go after 200 seos,p while at the same 
temperature p the rate of dehydration with poor mixing 
was £lo5 mga/go and E5o? mgo^go In two separate oases. 
It was concluded that eantinuoue shaking mid stirring 
for 5 rnimut©# by hand 9 gave a degree of mixing which 
could not be Improved OBp as judged by the oonelstenoy 
achieved Im the themo-»dahydration résulté.
In the second series of experiments9 the xerogel 
spheroids were bedded carefully on a layer of sodium 
tungetat©p and In the third 9 physical contact between 
gel and tungatate particles wae excluded g so that the
—£0—
effect of sodium tungetate vapour could be examined,
TM© wae carried out by suspending a fin© me eh 
platinum container of sodium tungstate in the 
furnacep just below the level of the crucible 
containing the xerogel spheroids,
The pattern of weight losses for silica 
xerogel waa examined from 400-800® with spheroidal 
and irregular particles of slae ranges 2000 - 841yf/ 
and 641 42(^ , fige, {3,1) and (3,2) show the
variation ©f weight loss with temperature for 
spheroidal and irregular xerogel of si^e range 
841-420/y0 Aa shown p there is a tendency for 
the irregular form to achieve a higher degree of 
dehydration^ at each temperature ^ than that of the 
spheroidal form of the same sig© range, Thus the 
steady weight loss for mlerospherolds at 750® warn 
40,33 mgo/go at a temperature 50® lower,
This feature is also illustrated in table (3,1), 
which shows the weight loss achieved at three 
different temperatures with the large slse range.
The results show an increasing degree of dehydration 
with temperature for both particle shapeSo
29.
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M>7%^  fSécCfrl^S)Ttr7£. <^ (fr  pf^ (3,2) (Tt^/?t/^S SY^f-d^ojt
T e m p o ( ® 0 )
5to«ArjTti.isssa«e£FSnataSta5»
ffiffl© ( s e o ® « ) 2 0 0 0 - 8 4 3 /
m % £ 4 a ^
2 0 0 0 - 8 4 3 /
7 5 5 , 8 0 9 , 2 0
5 0 0 3 . 0 0 6 o 0 O 1 2 , 6 0
1 5 0 l X o 4 0 1 8 , 8 5
2 0 0 1 6 , 0 0 2 2 , 7 0
7 5 1 6 , 4 0 2 6 , 6 0
7 0 0 1 0 0 1 9 , 8 8 3 3 , 3 0
1 5 0
2 0 0
2 3 , 4 0
2 4 , 6 0
4 0 , 2 0
4 3 , 0 0
7 5 2 3 , 2 0 3 9 . 7 0
1 0 0 2 8 , 6 0 4 4 , 4 0
8 0 0 1 5 0 2 8 , 2 0 4 8 , 8 5
B O O 2 9 , 0 0 5 1 , 4 0
For apheroidal særogel^ a plot of éehyératloa 
rate against weight of volatile component (io®o % G) 
retained bj the gel showed that the dehydration 
behaviour could be represented by a first order 
klnetlo e^preesioBo On this basisç réaction rate 
data were evaluated from the following representation 
of the dehydration reaction:
810g c3cHg 0(8)-^ 810g(%-y)H^0(8) 4 yE^ 0(g) ooooooo (3ol)
Where the silica gel activated at 24.0® ie represented 
by SioOgoSLlgOo The rate of dehydration te 
810g o (][=-y)HgO was then followed experimentally by 
determining the rat© at which water molecules were 
lost by the reactant*
In order to establish a value for rate oonstants 
im this type of dehydration reactiony use was made of
4 9 ao
the geMralised equation of Erofeyev amd Avrami 
for mucleatiom and growth@ vis*
(2 = 1-=" exp (« I pdt) 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 (3o2)
where - reacted fraction of the sampleo
a & 6 0
Erofoyev ha® shown the generalised equation to
be applicable In determining the kinetics of
decomposition of potassium permanganate and ammonium
diehrornateo This was then adapted for the case of
a monomolecular reaction@ loOo @
3y
-[logd-y^) ] ^ >* k t  (3„3)
where n == 1 and V y  ^ f:i-aetion âshydratsâ»
8 8
This i© ê'cjjm form of the equation which Jacobs et al
% %
used for Inveetlg&tlmg the klnetloe of thermal 
decomposition of mlokel oxalate^ and which waa 
applloable over the range 0o04 ^  ^ 0o85o
Those limits of applicability were used for all 
the expérimenta in the following studleeo 
The rate constants evaluated from this adapted 
equation are listed in table (8o2)o
spheroidSo
Bis© range (// ) Tempo(^ 0) kfeeoo""^ - ) % 10^
500 2o77
2000-841 700 0000
1 0 , 6 0  
8 0 0  1 3 , 0 0
4 5 0  3 , 6 3
8 4 1 - 4 2 0  5 2 0  5 , 0 0
5 5 0  5 , 4 5
6 0 0  6 , 7 3
7 5 0  1 1 . 1 7
Plot's of th@s® rat® constaats (fig, S,S) in 
ttee Arrhenius mmmer led t© aa aotivation energy of 
9 , 4  k eal.Biol®”* for the 2 0 0 0 - 8 4 1 y *  zerogel spheroids.
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Pigo(3c3) eheweê that the value of the aotlvatlom
enBTgj Viras howeverp depemdemt on particle
and for the 8 4 1 ^ 4 2 0 ©pheroida^ wae 5o6 k aal
of sodium tua^etatao<ros;^Tai^rtiî25sîSi;i!s*»tir«sweri5*5:S!rt43!5ürfc6m-î=w
!Phe next step waa to investigate the effect 
of a selected transition metal anion (vl%= In the 
form of sodium tmigstate) on the dehydration rate 
of aillea gelo Im this aeries of experiments the 
size range of the spheroids waa restricted to 8000«=84iy^
(a) Silica gel Ma^WO^ t mixed «
Aaalysla of th® thermal balasio® ©siperiaients I©fi 
to a pattera of weight losses as shown in fig„(3,4)p
^ CSf
for the addition of 8 go ion % WO^ o 3?igo(3o5) mow
showed that the dehydration rate was proportional to
th# half power of th© weight content of volatile
water retained by the gel at any Instant*
fhue in order to establish rate cometants for
this react!on^ the Avrami-Erofoyev^^equation
waa modified a© shown below8-^
- 1/
“losC(l“ >^^  )3 ^ - kt OOOOOOO (3o4)
where n - 2o
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of the rate eosistante derived are 
given in Table (00 5) *, and when plotted in the 
Arrhenius fashion led to am activation emergj of
603 k 9 figo(3o6)«
S ^ i s « L S a . s U
.l®SEs,itS.)
4 5 0  S o 0 8
5 0 0  S o 8 2
8 8 0  4 o 0 6
5 7 0  4 . 6 8
6 0 0  4 . 5 5
6 2 0  5 o 0 0
Experimemte were carried out in which the 
amount of additive mixed with the gel was varied»
Im fig® (30*?) the reaction rate at 500^0 was plotted 
against the percentage ©f sodium tumgstate added 
for 15p 20p 25 and 30 mgo go loss Im weight from 
th© hydrogelo In all cases the rate climbs Initially 
to a maximum value which lies at approximately 
2*^ 3 go ion # WO^  " o The rate them falls off with 
imcreaalBg % TO^  and starts to level eut at 10 goion
38-
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In eaoh oao© thle level liea slightly above the 
dehydration rate found In the absence of rkmgstateo
(b) §Jli£â«ÂSi„±jAlâ«-XJMe£a.
This layer technique wae carried out to
illustrate clearly^the extent to which physical 
contact between the xerogel and additive affects the 
dehydration* The results showed that the rata of 
dehydration increased p but to a lesser extent than 
that found in experiments with thorough mixing of 
the gel and additive* Thus@ a plot of rate against 
weight retained by the gel seemed to show that an 
apparent half order rate relationship was again 
applicable* However^ further calculations showed 
that in this caBe^ the rate of dehydration could 
equally well be interpreted by a first power 
relationshipo This ie clearly shown in figs * (3oB) 
and (5o9) for Avrami-Brofoyev plots where n » 2, and 
n » 1 respectively* The calculated values of the 
rate constants are listed in table (3o4)*
Table (3o4)o Rate constants for the dehi^ration of
U
«U »66 iaï/tiW
, , l E L m â m
T@mp.CO) “ax , ^ 8  Irfv.ml* / Æ, V  . aeOo J^j£ 1<as£^Tve»iMt^d-,jrtittusav5flTtrau±ai.SiiN?t:.'a!Ciaj WLWtS'l&^süAf Kkzv%rwrkAMUÆ^A%ajlf«±ziKrrTfffi^ -r^ t^ev^MFÆctÂfaa
5 0 0  4 * 1 0  3 o 7 1
5 5 0  5 * 7 5  4 o 9 0
5 7 0  6 o l ^  5 * 2 5
6 0 0  6 o 9 1  5 o 4 S
The Arrhenius plots derived from these values are
shown in fig*(3*10) and led to activation energies
ef 6o2 Ic oalofflol© - for the 1st power relationship
and 6o4 k cal*mol© for the %  power relationship*
Interpretation of suoh results presented
difficulties^ but it may be concluded that the
extent of contact between the gel and the additivep
could affect the formation and stability of possible
intermediate phases formed during the reaction*
Thus the anomaly of two possible power relationships
may ariB©^ simply from geometric factors*
(c) Silica gel 4- Ea.»WO^  % (vapour)
^  '  «taqa*sâgufc^tg^q'« i ^ l t i r g * g tvavai3gr»tt3aÿggoLtnaicit  jjig ja i lp  6 *  aw rg tL ^ jiK  KtRBm!**?nma=il;fT3Ai*%wW%3wac3%z.n%rimS&m
(c) Silica gel Ea.»WO^  % (vapour)
^  '  «taqa*sâgufc^tg^q'« i ^ l t i r g * g tvavai3gr»tt3aÿggoLtnaicit  jjig ja i lp  6 *  aw rg tL ^ jiK  KtRBm!**?nma=il;fT3Ai*%wW%3wac3%z.n%rimS&m
Finally the rate of dehydration of the .xerogel 
spheroid8 waa examined In the presence of sodium
timgBtate vapour®® i®eo the eolid additive was 
removed from the melt* Once again the rate of 
dehydration had increased but to €i leaser extent 
than in the previous two cases* tealyais of the 
results again showed that the dehydration obeyed 
a half-order power law* The values of the rate 
constants are shown in table (5*5)*
Table (3*5)* Sat© constants for xerogel dehydration 
in which the sodium tungstate was removed from the melt
JIëisMz==X,2^ «^
5 0 0
5 5 0  4 o 3 7
5 7 0  4 o 7 2
600 4o90
Flgo(3oll) illustrates the comparative rates 
of dehydration for the different methods of
tungstate addition at 500®* It is clearly shown
that the amount of dehydration achieved by sodium 
tungstat© decreased In the experimental eerie® g 
mixed > layer ^  vapour ^  no additive*
(d) Silica gel f tungetio oxide (mixed)*
Twm experiments were carried out ^ in which the
.43.
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effect #f 5 go ion WOg on the dehydration of the
gel was examined o ,Figo(3oll) ehowB that the 
weight loea in this ease virtually coincided with 
the '^ layer® curve for sodium timgstate at the same 
temperatureo This was again shown for a dehydration 
experiment at 570®o
These results indicate that In the experiments 
with sodium tungstat@p acceleration of dehydration 
was not achieved simply by the action of .tungstic 
oxide arising from the decomposition of sodium 
tungstateo
(e) Analytical observations
%-ray powder photographs were taken for a large 
range of samples« These showed that there was no 
apparent long-range interaction between the gel and 
tungstat©5 as judged by the absence of lineso 
The gel and the tungstate were separated by sieving 
before taking the photographso This separation was 
possible since the eodiuBi tungstate particles were 
a smaller slae range than the gel spheroids^
It should be noted that at 650® f@r a thoroughly 
mixed sample^ the resulting 1-ray photograph yielded 
d.-values shown In table (3o6) from the lines ef
greatest Intensity« Those inâlcateâ the formation
œ-tridymite at a somewhat lower temperature than
0 9
that quoted by Peyronel»
Table (So6)0 d-values for K-tridymit©»
m g m t a i J L G S g f l Standardiw rm =S *e inaa«fH .Trrw *i**7 iM C i»
4 o 0 8 3 4 . 3 0 s , 4 . 0 8
3 o 8 4 4 3 . 8 1 , 3 . 2 5
8 . 7 7 0 8 . 9 6 , 2 . 4 7
8 0 1 0 8 2 . 3 7 , 8 . 2 9
1 . 8 7 0 1 . 9 7 , 1 . 8 7
1 . 7 6 0 1 . 7 6 , 1 . 6 8
1 . 6 1 0 1 . 6 1 , 1 . 5 8
1 . 5 3 9 1 . 5 3 , 1 . 5 2
1 . 3 9 5 1 . 3 9 , 1 . 3 ?
EoOS
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The recovery of sodium tuogstat© from the 
mixed solids was examined after separate dehydration 
r u n s  a t  5 0 0 ® j 5 5 0 ®  a n d  6 0 0 ®  w i t h  5 g ,  i o n  ^  W 0 ^ ® “
additionsQ The mixture was shaken up with water^ 
boiled and the filtrate evaporated to drynesoo
The results all showed a 99-=.loo^  recovery of tungstate 
These, résulta were confirmed by the oxine method and 
I n d i c a t e  that the increase in dehydration rate in
the tungstate experiments was primarily of a catalytic 
natureo
Af _BIiW‘"ÆsBtit#sy3««5‘'«îtttoidÈ*ua7<wteî2SK»fti&$iJ3S5tototï5ASis,ei£y^
Æêlj i ° l î 6 l È Æ S M M S Æ S ^ M - J a n s M î ® .
ÿ M m . a c m m m M m
5 0 0 9 9 o Q 9 9 b  7
0 5 0 © 9 . 7 © 9 . 7
6 0 0 © 9 . 1 © 9 . 5
(a) Surfae® ar®a aaâ bulk â©a®itjr, îOOO’SélM
gel spheroids over a wide ronge of temperature m 
shown Im figo(3ol2)o The values of surface area 
derived from this type of isotherm are listed In 
table ( 3o8) along with the values of the bulk 
density, The trend of these values ia better 
illuetrated by fig^(3ol5)o Also listed In table 
(3oB) are the values of the surface area (8*) 
calculated by the method of Cranston and Inkley,
The values for 841®-420y# spheroids p though not 
covering such a wide temperature range are also listed 
in table (3,8),
'4 7 .
fek»Tue f f w  fg  (^ /% )■ - fSoTwitm /Vjf S/W^fùSfit,.(}jx) e.f.r
& /^/PeiMty l>etfStTy
w
r£»f>fRATvit6 f*c)
FIC,, (/ /S) Xy/y/Mi. fiJ^oPFlftiCS OF -toro - s/^epe/js
ïaMtjjoSio.
,3dâ%Æ.&.
Bis® rang©
t tÿ ^ M a a tr tM a c yj jasrte; tti^A ÿa u tyjg ^ '^ Vsa
Surface
area
(m^/g ) S
Mereury Surfao e 
û®nB±tj area 
) (rnVg) S ’
Mei'cury
d®nsitj
(s/ec)
*VAjî£tife£ZsS? CTrj ^ .TiZ « K t  " r'tfrs w ;
S40 612 598 0.690 “■
450 565 569 0.882
500 574 566 0.886 550 545 0.905
520 531 518 0.928
550 « : . c = . «S» 502 491 0,940
600 546 531 0.926
YOO 503 500 0.948
750 451 46? 1.035 401 417 1.055
800 336 518 1.086 290 £99 1.140
900 £71 £65 1.049 c s> QSB
960 120 105 1.825
1200 C 3 1.840
Flgo(3ol3) Illustrates the fall in surface area
with temperature for 2000^84^ xerogel ©pheroiâap 
there being a gradual decrease Im surface area and 
then a very marked decrease around ?50--800®«
$h@ melting point of the xerogel is not knownp since
49.
there le a ermatlom at around 1150^0 before
melting§ tat for approximate purpose©p it has bemi 
aeaumecl to toe the earn© as that of oristobalite vlso 
1996®Ec Im agreement with the results of Goodman 
m k û Gregg^ for precipitated siliaap the demelty 
©hows a sharp in©reas© around 780^800®« The talk 
Tammami temperature (m ^ 0*5) of the gel' will be 
around 750® ^ At about 750^ the pore volume of the 
gel fallW sharplyp showing that talk movement of the 
eolld starts at this temperature^ so that the rapid 
reduction in aurfaoa area ooinoid©© with this bulk 
movememt of the solido Above the Tammamn
temperature there was a rapid increase Im density at 
900*® and greater* This was expected from the 
x^ray data which showed that there warn convertiom t# 
crletobalit© and also from the elimination of pores 
am indicated by gaa adsorption*
Table (3*9) shows the values of surface area 
and mercury density of the xerogel for the four 
different types of additive experiments*
Ab expected p there was a fall ia surface area and 
Increase in lump deneity^ with increase in temperature 
for all four seta of expérimenta*
ÆableJLS^L,
Temp, Surface Msï'ouï*;
OmditiOB (""G) Area S “ (g/s© )
0ü?*aakg*03:KBaaMa Bgsaastgaaa
/
G@1 5g, l o #  W0<^ 450 514 519 .79?
MIXED 500 489 499 .819
550 460 463 .834
570 431 422 .862
600 421 413 .881
620 395 390 «912
Gel 5goiûii ^ 400 563 575 .820
500 556 524 .837
DAim 550 518 510 . 842
57© 501 489 .859
600 438 436 .875
645 4(B 400 .896
Gel ’® vapeur®® 500 552 560 .881
of ' 550 532 520 .834
570 514 501 .846
610 404 462 .871
Gel 4- 5go ion f» WO^ 500 531 527 .834
570 501 509 .803
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The decrease in surface area is greatest Im the 
mixed and least im the mom-contact®® experiment©o 
This might he anticipated^ since the rate of 
dehydration decreases in the order mixed > layer - 
tumgstio oxide mixed ^ vapour*
In the experiments in which the percentage of 
tungstate ion was varied from 0o£-12o0 go ion at 
500®ÿ the surface area did increaee slightly with 
increasing ooncentration of tungstate iong but the 
mercury density remained substantially constant at 
O08I-O082 go/ooCo
Pore si^e distribution curves were calculated 
from the adsorption branch of the BoEoTo isotherm© 
by the method of Cranston and Inkley* The xerogel 
spheroids showed a maximum pore diameter around 60 A 
and a secondary maxima at 35-40 A* Figo(3ol4) shows 
the pore sis© distribution curve for spheroids of 
sisse range £000-841y^ dehyd*rat©d at 600®* The inset
in figo(3ol4) shows the pore ©i%e distribution curves
©
over the narrower range 30-100 A9 for xerogel 
particles treated at 240®g 500®  ^ 600®  ^ 750®  ^800® 
mid 960® o
■52.
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So IIP iSoPon it^fsereA
fr/c,.(3JU.) Aofe Sixe ^tsTKtevn»/^ euA^fs PaA J 0 0 p -H fy t  JPA€/AnPS,
AfC,(3.f^) fofi£ V0ktJ/i£ reff££éfAruA€ A»A6S SPA
height of the peak at 60 A tended to 
Increase with Increase of temperature of aample 
initiallyp but began to fall very rapidly at 
io®o around the bulk Tammann teraperatur© (Oal) Tm)o 
Above V50®p the dietribution peak© become broader^ 
cosiBiatent with collapse of the gel framework and 
ivlth the decreased surface area and high mercury 
density already found  ^ Ultimatelyp eamples treated 
at 960® give a near-flat distribution curve from 
30«100 L
For samples activated by the presence of aodium
©
timgstatop the strongest peak was also at 60 Ao 
A similar pattern of behaviour to that of the simple 
xerogel was found with increase In temperature*
The height of the peaks In distribution curves for 
samples treated at 500® in presence of varying 
c one entrât1on© of sodium tungstatep did not follow 
any specific pattern* l^ hes© curves may be taken to 
emphasise the difficulty of efficient mixing and the 
possibility of having localised oonoentratioas of 
additive 0
yigo(3olS) of th® a@rlvatlv® A'wfùÆ agaâast
©
temperature for a oonoeatration of pore© of 60 A 
BÎX0W© the steady rle© of the pore volume to a maximum 
at 600«=V00^  @ the rapid fall setting Im above ?00® and
the ultimate mear-^ero value at 060®*
:ed Oxide Systems ,  , ,  _  _  .  , .  ^Im these laboratories that
for email additions of alkaline earth halide© to
silica xerogelp that a temperature demareatlom
mne exists^ at which transition from oatalytic to
solid-solid imteraotion takes place* It would seem
to be valuable if these studies were extended to
othex’ inorganic oompounde such as oxides to see if
any general behaviour pattern could be established *
Previous work on solid state investigations of
mixed oxide systems has been very much of an
66
empirical nature* Huttig proposed that the 
following six stages existed in the life time of an 
oxide mixture g eog« for %nO -4- Gr^Ogg-
(a) This Is denoted by the term covering^’ stage
in which the oxides are mixed at room temperature^
—55—
and le mainly distlmgulahed by having intimate 
surface contact of the two oorapound©*
(b) This is the activation stage and i© due to th© 
formation of '^ v^^ itter-^ moleeules and to molecular 
covering of surfaces* The molecule© of the 
mobile component (Gr@0@) diffuse over the 
surface of the less mobile component (^nO)o
(e) This comprise© a stage of deactivation of the 
SSwitter-iaoleoules and of molecule© covering the 
surfaceo This process may be regarded as
® ê
similar to Taylor’s ©witch from van der Waal®a 
adsorption to activated adsorption*
(d) i*hie is a stage due to internal diffusion*
Increase in temperature cause© diffusion of the 
mobile oxide into the crystal lattice of the 
less mobile oxide* This is the first stage Im 
which the molecule© of the less mobile oxide 
actually contribute to the catalytic activity of 
a mixture *
(©) This stage Is the formation of less ordered
crystalline aggregates of the addition compound*
(f) This occurs with the filling of crystal defects*
III order to examine such oxide systems, the 
effect of addition of selected oxides on the 
dehydration of silica xerogel was Imvestigate&o
Silica 3EeroKelg- 2000-841 y# spheroids of silica 
gel were prepared as described previously (poll)« 
lickel oxides- Green nickel oxide (liO) was 
prepared by roasting nickel nitrate (El(WO^)^ 0)
to 1000®*
Zinc oxide g- The ©Inc oxide (EnO) used was
supplied by Hopkin and Williams*
Cadmium oxides- The cadmium oxide was anhydrous 
grade supplied by BoBoH*
Oupric oxide g- The cupric oxide (CuO) was AoE* grade
supplied by Hopkin and Williams*
Be^llium oxide : - The beryllium oxide was prepared
by heating the basic carbonate to 600®*
Alumlum 03^deg- The alumina ( Al@ 0« ) used was Grade H 
supplied by Spence*
Chromic oxides- The green chromic oxide (Cr^O«) 
was prepared by heating BoBoH* chromic hydroxide to 
0a* 900®Q
The above oxides were all of a particle si©e ^ 3 0 ^  * 
The choice of the oxidea used was made primarily to 
examine if valency or ionisation effects were 
Important* Another feature of the eeleqtion of 
oxides was to dietinguish between transition metal 
oxides with free d-orbltal©, via* Or^ô^p MiO and OuOp 
and non-transition metal oxidesp via* AlgO^^ ZnO and 
BoO*
Im all cases the amount of oxide added was 
calculated as g * lorn fo of metal ion (5 go ion fo) 
on the weight of SlOg obtained from 1 go ellica gel 
activated at 240® and subsequently calcined at 1500® 
for several hours* As for the tungstate experiments g 
mixing was by hand-stirring and shaking for 5 minute®* 
The methods of investigation were identical to the 
tungstate experiments* One significant difference 
was that pore si©e distributions were omittedp since 
BoK*To isotherms were measured only to a relative 
pressure value of ca* 0*5o
Plots of rate of loss in weight with time 
[figo(5ol6)]p again showed an increasing degree of 
dehydration with time over the four temperatures
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It has been shown that the Avraml^Erofoyev 
©quation was applied euocessfully for the-silica g e ^  
sodium tungstate eyetern« for the oxide experiments@
calculations of rate constants were carried out
using claBsioal kinetic expressions mû these results 
compared with Avraml«-Erofoyev constant©o 
The classical differential expression for 1st order 
kinetics isi=-
«■dw
dt kw OOOOOQOOÛ ^3o5}
where w weight retained by the gel 
and t ss time
Integration of equation (3o5) between to w% and
time t ^ 0 to t - t gives
log w^ - log Wo - kt o 0 o o o o o o ( 5o 6 )
where w-^  ^ weight retained at time to
Therefore a plot of log w-^  against t should give a
straight line of slope -ko
The results obtained by this method were In very 
good agreement to those obtained using the Avrarai- 
-Krofoyev equation as can be seen in tables (5ol0) 
and (3olg)^
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(3-t7) /A^r AWfAT SŸ tftfvt rtfT^
■01
hI6> (j./ÿ) aoro-S-/^/^
â plat ©f log agaisiet t la ahovm Im 
flgo ( 5ol?) for 2000«*841y^ gai spheroid s *
Tho seotlouB of the graph labelled AB Indicate
possibly that there might be two consécutive first 
order reactions taking place which result in a 
common products Howeverg further study leais to 
the conclusion that this feature is probably inherent 
im the system and is maybe am induction période
The rat© constants calculated by both methods 
are listed Im tabla (3ol0)o
SaklaJLlslûlA
or aaou™B4i^ g©x sBftera;
Temp*(®C)
500
800
850
900
k{seco ^) E 
classical
!'s©0o  ^) s 10'M
4.12 
10.91 
11.65 
12. 9g
4 D15 
10.47 
11.72 
15.81
$Sx@ aboir® value® wh©a plotted In the Arx'h&nlvim
maimer (figd5o3,8) gave a best straight line which 
showed the actlvatlcm energy t© be 5oS k
The decrease im activation energy from the 
earlier batch resultsg was supported by surface area
and bulk density measurements* This phenomenovwas
assumed to be due to differences arising In the 
preparationg auoh m  volatile matter oontento 
A comparison of the two batches of gel are given In 
table (5.11).
fiSluMMEâs,
I Batèh P
T@mp.
(«■0)
k(s©e."^ 5
X 10®
Surface
area .
Mercury k(seCo""& ) Surface Mercury
density x 10^ area density
500 2.77 674 00886 4.12 632 1.021
750 10.60 451 loOSS « 1
800 13.00 336 1*086 10.91 444 1.800
850 -= » 11.68 394 1,314
900 0=3 271 1.049 12.92 876 1,474
cÆtHi?^arfetetaf^ftgM3j»jr&^’te8ca*maM i»w aft«r!iaja=irfttas»a;fMm!i«FM!y«totgi.-teEgiÆt«teaa<ggK£^^ inin'n „,,* j
Curves of loss in weight against time showed 
that in general@ the addition of an oxide increased 
the total aïftDunt of dehydration; the Increase was
of the order of 9^11 mg^/go at 900®j ,  depending on 
the additive*
'68.
Eat© e©matante evaluated Im the mannerm 
described are shown In table (8*12)g ualng a
first power rate law*
0x1 de
ÿi«mÆÆaLî3:33s«w3i*
Temp0(^0)
*î^R iV 3''ï= îï'tï«42ïïF :ïi2aetf
îsCseso”^) SE 10® 
e la a e io a ï
&C0©e.'”^  )
A o W c g Z !
800 4.20 4.38
OuO 800 0.00 0.58
850 11.15 11.00
000 12.54 12.91
500 4.40 4.40
A1^ 0@ 800 10.71 10.01
850 11.72 11.91
000 12.75 12.68
500 3.8S 0.70
BeO 800 10.21 0.80
850 11.87 11,72
900 11.01 12.65
500 4.00 4,10
Or^ Ogj 800 12. 88 18.78
850 15.10 13.31
000 14.72 14.75
500 S.62 8,82
%mO 800 9,90 0,86
850 10,40 11,04
900 11.66 18,00
ïabl® ( So IE), ( oomM « ), Rat© oonstants for 
SOOO-841 M  ffisl spheroids iss oreaence of 5 s.ion #
oxide acMitiveso
Oxide Temn (°C) k(s®Oo“M  x 10® k(s©o„“M  3E 10® uxide ierapo^  o; dassioal Avraml-BrofoMv
<E,=33iicyîti3yisi«flstcae53cmriv?arcac3iîtiu»i»8usMa£^^ ^tf&;ogxsg ii::y;:tstfa :ayaggg&CT^.r->^ igt»xs^-atttaiÆSgtfc«»y»^îtOT
500 3o35 3o28
miO 800 12o59 1^0 2?
850 13*50 15*05
900 l?o24 l?o'99
The best straight limes from the Arrhenius 
plots of the k values in table (3ol2) led to the 
foll'ovfimg activation energies  ^vis© CuOp 4o8 i Odg 
BIO g ?o2 ± Oolg GrgOg, 5*8 ±, 0*1; BeO» 5*4 ± 0*2; 
ZnOç Qo2 ± Oolg and AlgOg p 4o8 ± Ool| k ealomol©"’^© 
Table (3ol2) ©howa that rate constants calculated by 
the two methods are numerically close * Hence it is 
not surprising that the activation energies obtained 
from Arrhenius plots of claesical rate constants and 
Avrami rate constants were invariably of the same 
value* This point is illustrated in fig* (3ol9) for 
GuOg GrgOg, ïmO and liO^ > in which both classical and 
Avrami-Krofoyev rate constante are plotted against 
l/î °K„
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At the emd of each experiment » the remaining 
oxide was separated from the xerogei by sieving «y 
For the three high temperature examinations g,
800p  850 and 900® for all additive systemsp  sieving 
revealed that shrinkage of the xerogel particles had 
occurredo Although those observations were purely 
empirical and secondary® the degree of shrinkage 
seemed to be connected with the extent of crystall­
isation of the spheroidsp this being greatest for 
additions of Al^O^ and CiTgOg at 900®o X-Ray pov/der 
photographs showed that there was no interaction 
between the gel and oxides at 500®  ^ and in factg the 
patterns were very weak below 900® 9 (cao Bfo vi/w ©f 
material required before detection by X-rays)o 
It has been shown in this department over the past tw@ 
years that in general^ our 1-ray equipment will only 
show a material diffraction pattern when Bfo or more 
of that material ia présente However, at 900® a 
reproducibl© pattern of lines was obtainedo 
It was interesting to note that the d-values obtained 
did not exactly conform tm listed values for the 
silicates which are likely to be formedo
.6?.
%
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Im this ©«meetlorn it 1© important to motep
that at oertalm comeamtratiom© of additive© im
other silioat© eyetern©g mo I-ray pattern hae beam
êB
observed * Mllllkem ©t al have shawm that im a
oaloimed ©11lea almmima mixture oomtaiming 2# 
aluminae a olear patternfor oriatobalit© was 
observed * to imoreaaimg the percentage of aluminag
the pattern became weakerg and at 15# alumina 
disappeared completely^ Milliten explains this 
by considering that the etablllelng effect which 
silica exhibits for the alumina structure is 
dependent on the relative micelle slae of the silica 
and alumina oomponentSg and on the amount of alumina 
presento Increasing the alumina content reduces 
the relative amount of alumina in contact with 
allicao Thu©g much of the alumina in silioa-alumina 
mixture of high alumina content cannot be Influenced 
by the eilloao
Silica gel 4 CdO
The dehydration reaction in the presence of GdO 
warn unique in several aspectsg compared to that of 
the other oxides examined © The weight loss curves
'6 9™’
shown in flgo(3c 20) illustrate two pointso 
the plot for 500^ shows that there was a greater 
amount of dehydration than for any other oxide 
system examined at this temperatureo The second
feature shown is that for the higher temperatures^ 
the initial rate of dehydration was in the order 
900^ ® > 850^'' > BOO^p but after a relatively short 
time (oao 100 seconds) p the weight lost reaches the 
same equilibrium value at each temperatureu
The xerogel spheroids which had been In contact 
with OdO at the higher temperatures were opaque p and 
there was very little unattacked GdOg if any, left in 
the reaction vessel at the end of the experiments 
[in the other casesp the xerogel spheroidb remain 
clear except for the crystalllsation (cao 10-20#) 
mentioned previously]v
X-ray photographs yield d-values of 4ol090@ 
2o8117g 3ol420g 2o9682g 2^8560, 2o6993 and 2o4985 
from the lines of greatest intensity for the sample 
heated to 900®o Cadmium oxide was heated alone to 
1000® with BO perceptible change in the materials 
It must therefore be concluded that some well-defined
Vmolld,-sellé Interaction was taking place# very acorn 
after the Tammamn temperature had been surpassed «?
l^ rcm this short investigation it was not 
pOBBible to ascribe any definite kinetic data for 
this system^
Table (3ol3) shows the values of surface area
and bulk density for the mixed oxide systemso
Oxide Tempo ( ^ 0)
maga«w?r=arT»Tr^v.wrt
CJuO
AI3 0.J
ZnO
500
800
850
900
500
800
850
900
500
800
850
900
500
800
850
900
e
Surface area
j[j5Lgl.L
515
447
400
856
578
338
240
558
483
446
3‘?0
459
338
28V
Msroury density
1.112
1.432
1.035
1.12V
1.3V6
1.452
I.ÔOV
1.201
1.308
1.416
1.140
l.lVl
1.351
1.418
BeO
liO
Oal
al©a®
G d O
s=»^ ârdAâisss
Oxiâ© femp«(®C)
500
800
850
900
500
800
850
900
500
800
850
900
500
800
850
900
Surfaoa area
S 7 Ô
4 5 1
3 9 0
2 4 0
453 
4 28 
573
6 3 2
3 9 4
2 7 6
5 9 1
485
397
330
lieroury density
3.0 057
1.129
1.305
1.348
1.203
1.238
1.239 
1.418
1.021
1.200
1.314
1.474
1.030
1.088
1.249
1.324
Sh© ptoysioal aeaswreraents one© again showed the 
®Kp®oted treads via. fall in eurfae® area and 
iacrease Im hulk density« ooasiatent with hulk 
movement of the solid around the Tammamn temperature.
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PrOTlou© workg^® ehoweâ that alkaline-carth 
halldem catalysed th© dehydrationo A brief study 
wa© therefore made to Investigate the effect of 
some alkali halides and several transition metal 
halides on the déhydration®
Transition metal halides
When transition metal halides were heated with 
gel spheroids on the thermal balancep there was a 
continual loss in weight even after two hours in 
earn© cases© It was thus presumed that a large 
percentage of this weight loss was due to HGl gae and 
several experiments were conducted with a view to 
determining this©
Examination of Gaseous Reaction Products
The method consisted of heating a mixture of 
gel plus ha'lide to around 500® in a horizontal 
furnaceo Bitrogen was bubbled over the sample and 
then through a known volume of standard sodium hydroxide 
Volumes of this sodium hydroxide were taken and titrated
.73
with hydrochloric acid and against silver nitrate 
(after aeMificatlon with nitric acid)«
A typical calculation is shown for the 
addition of liOlg as 5 gdon # to gel spheroids
80 ml© laOH taken 
Wto of BlGlg ^ Go29 go tto SiOg ^ 0o854 go
15 ml* laOH (before heating) a 16*2 ml* 0ol0331.,'HCl
15 mlo BaOH (after heating) ^ 13©75 ml© 0©10331 HOI
Difference (due to absorption of HOI) ^ 2o45 ml©
01 fr^OIÏÎ jRO 1 evolved SS
(b) 15 ml© laOH(neutralised) = 2.©6 ml© 0*10021 AglO^ 
.% Cl" from ehlorlâ® in solution =
= â&SâSlÆs.
oO o # Cl^(from original 11G1«) recovered as HOI
04792 % 100 % 12906
70o91 z Go 29
From the other transition metal chlorides added to 
the gel 3 the recovery as percentage chloride was as 
followsg OrOlg g 8G®84#| CuOl^9 40© 38#g and 
OoGlm p 24o5E#o This, type of experiment confirmed
,74-
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that a large amount of the weight lose wae due to 
the evolution of HCl*
An attempt was made to obtain some structural 
evidence on the xorogel spheroids heated at 500® in 
the presence of selected transition metal halidesg 
using infrared, far infrared, and ultraviolet 
reflectance spec trap but virtuall^r no information 
was obtained * The ultraviolet wae# if anything@ 
the most helpful but merely showed the presence of 
the metal© However^ it was Impossible to 
dletinguish whether the metal was present as the 
chloride, oxide or even a mixture© It was also 
impossible to determine whether the environment of 
the metal was tetrahedral or octahedrak.
The transition metal halides used as additives were 
BiClg (iHopo 1001® ) p GuGlg (mop* 498®), Or01 g (mop© 
1150®) and GoOlg which sublimes at greater than 500* 
The conclusion which may be drawn from such system® 
is that solid solution® are readily formed©
(b) Alkali halides
The ©odium halides did not appear to show any 
great differences in the rates of dehydration as
>76
illustrated in fig©(So21)g though their effect was 
manifest in the physical properties listed in 
table (3ol4)o 1-lay powder photographs did not 
produce amy^lines from all of the samples examined©
On the other hand, lithium halides showed marked 
differences in the dehydration rate; this difference 
appearing to be some function of the melting point of 
the halide (fig©3©22)*
In the case of LiBr, the sample was still 
losing weight when the experiment was terminated © 
Examination of the spheroids on cooling showed that 
a large percentage were white, while the rest 
retained their original glassy appearance©
X-Ray powder photographs on the white spheroide 
yielded d-values of 4o8086, 3*6637, 3*3580# 2©7393, 
2*4215 and 2©3613 from the lines of greatest intensity 
These values corresponded to a lithium silicate, the 
composition of which was unknown© The AoSoToM© 
devalues for this lithium silicate were 4*85, 3©39, 
2o?4, 2.50# 2©35, 2.11^
An attempt to calculate the recovery of Br^ 
similar to the transition metal halides showed only 
Go 7# of the weight lose wae du© to evolution of HBr,
77.
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and that some other moohmmlam was therefore 
reaponslhle for the continuing lose in weights 
One poBalhlllty may be that the continuoue weight 
lose wae due to diatillation of LiBro If this i® 
the caee^ only part of the weight lose will be due 
to the normal dehydration proeaeso
The physical properties for the lithium halide 
experiment8 are also shown in table (3ol4)o
presQnsQ of ..selBGt@d__halid0 aMltl^eg. ^fter trsatment 
a t  5 0 0 ® o
t t /iAj:sgj c y n ?-.v i -Yrtrfgicapfcaj ta iftrfa
Additive g « i o n  Jometal ■ S o A » C a y s )  H g . , ( g / o o )  M » P < , ( ® C )
ioa€i:mVT;pi:X!Êsiviaÿrn:i7^-sc£m *9 CKjTtTiwiSK Byaaa'Sî$^»nfcig>3agga4î35ai>
laCl 5 50 s 0.8858 801
laCl 10 509 Go 9120 801
WaBr 5 430p 457 0.80?2p 0.8651 ?55
NaF 5 588 0.8938 980
DIF 5 485 0.8215 870
M g  80^ 5 466 0.8226 860
Did 5 439 0.8381 613
DS.Br 5 346 0.8532 547
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The amount of thermal dehydration of silica 
jcerogel achieved by teiaperatur© increase is 
consistent with surface area lossp pore collapse 
and density increaseo Such effect© are recognised 
consequence© of sintering proceeseso Mechanisms of
âO "="1 9
sintering have been suggested by several worker© 
and these mechanisms are generally based on a break-
t 8
down of the process into several stageso Thus Coble
subdivides the process Into three stages^ yIzo
(a) initialp (b) intermediate and (e) final (po2)o
Photomicrograph© (120p X40 an# XI00) of xerogel
©pherolda showed that they had begun to coalesce in
runs (with mo additive) at around 950-1000®Co
Hence a point near the end of the initial stage of
sintering had been reached«
In contrastp howeverg to explanations of th©
1
sintering behaviour of metals - which can be
related purely to change of surface free energy - 
chemical interaction has to be considered in the 
case of silica xerogel. Previously^ chemical sintering
—00—
hae been shorn to be the preferred process in
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studies of Bertbollide compoundSo With ®ino 
oxide am activation energy value of 18®0 k oalomoXe*^  ^
was obtained @ and the schematic model for chemical 
sintering of this oxide led to an equation similar
4 9 80
to that of Brofoyev and Avrami which fit® the 
experimental data for silica xerogelo At the same 
time p classical rate laws for chemical elimination 
reactions fit the xerogel data? also® Bat© constants g 
at various temperatures, calculated from the two 
equations led in every example to excellent agreement 
on the value of the activation energy « Thus with 
£000-841 // spheroidal xerogel the valu© of was 
9o4 k eal«sraole“’^o
Considering also the low temperature employed 
here it seems reasonable to expect that most 
information concerning the sintering should be 
inferred to be via chemical elimination reactionso 
This wasg of coursep confirmed by the thermokinetic 
experiments and by the obvious link between the 
degree of surface dehydration of the xerogel and its 
surface area and bulk density®
Essentially the dehydration may be considered am mm 
elimination of H^0(v) from-neighbouring silanol group©®
These could h<$ Im adjacent positions mi the m m m
particle surface p or at the higher temperature when
80
coaleecono0 set© im^  on neighbouring particles^
The dehydration may b© represented asi-
\  / O B  no. /  \  X
(a) Si ^ 81 gif X S i  •> Ha
0Q o O 0 O ^ 0. 0.000 0^ O o O O ® O Ô
]
«==.£^ .^,=«^©11 4» 81'— '0=^81= <- Eg0(ad©)
I l| OOOOOqo (4o2)
Im thi© representatlorn g equation (4ol) denote© the 
dehydration of a ©Ingle corpuscle and equation {4o2) 
that for different oorpuaolee am^^r the situation 
which allow© dehydration acrose a narrow capillaryo 
The dotted lines denote bonding of the reacting silicon 
atoms through a ©ingle oxygen atom or through several 
surface $1-0 tetrahedra of the sam© corpuscle®
This would represent the first complete reaction 
stage and omit© consideration of the formation and 
possible nature of any Intermediate surface complex 
involving the ©Hanoi groups®
In the next stepp water has to be desorbed into 
the vapour phases-
—B 2—
Eg 0^  ad© ) Hg 0( V ) oooooo®oo®oo ( 4 o 1^)
Reactlorn such as (4®3) are often found to bo rat® 
controlling in many atudioa of the gaa/aolld intorfaoo® 
For example a in the doeoiaposition of % 0  on euproua and 
other similar oxidesp Hauff© ha® shown that the ©low 
step le the desorption of products from the oxide 
surfaceo
This could also be the cas© in ailioa xerogel 
dehydration® It is worth noting that the activation 
energy for the desorption of water from similar a11lorn 
xerogel surfaces is 4®5-5o5 k calomolo ® This is 
similar to the activation energy of dehydration found 
for the smallest microspheraid® using the Avmmi- 
Brofoyev rate constants (5®6 k cal«mole ^)® Howeverg 
particle geometry and contact area cannot be excluded 
from these o on®Idera11on © o This is emphasised by the 
differences in the degrees of dehydration obtained at 
the same temperature for different particle shape© 
(Table Sol) and also by the Increase of activation 
energy to 9®4 k cal®mole  ^with an increase in particle 
slae rang© from 841-420/^ to 2000-841y# ®
A plot of the k values (table S®2) against 
temperature for E00-B41y^ and 841-420/^ xerogels.
at aromd 800^0® fliis might mean that ©tefac® 
com tab t effeote of the gel are being obwmred ^ and 
are mow playing a minor role to the bulk or body 
dehyiratiOBSo fhip i© a particularly %ntermt%ng 
point ©ime© it ©hows up at the Tammamm temperature^ 
amd thus leads to the oomoluaiom that partial© mlœ 
©ffeotm might only be Important below 800^0®
If we mote the olameloal expreeelom^-
IC 63 A 0%P  ^ 3 ooo(f,oooooQoo
them theme curve a meem to show a oompemaatlom
effectbetween and A below 800®0p which oould
well be explained on a points of oontaot®^ theory®
A the frequency factor being related to points of 
©ontaot®^ will have a greater valu© for the smaller 
slae rangee which has the lowest activation energy 
Thus a small E« is compensated " by a high A and 
vice versa*
In the experiments In which sodium tuagstat©
WEB used as sm additivep the amount of dehydration of 
the xerogel at amj specific temperature increased^ and
the activation energy was lowered * That this wae 
primarily a oatalytlo ©ffeet below 800^p wae confirmed
by the almost lOOjS recovery of the sodium tumgmtat# In
several selected runsp and to a lesser extent by
a u
the X-ray data* gleelev has shown that for the 
adsorption of methanol and water^ formation of
double hydrogen bond© on the aurfao© of the gel is 
possible as in equation (4®5)§- ^
><:W  O 0 (3 »  O  o  ^  ^  ^ t > p « ! » O C » C ! l > C » . c n e i O C S > « P  B Ji0OQOO \ % O
$hu@ in th@ twigstat© expérimenta It Is feaeibl© to 
postulat© the tungatate being similarly involved in 
hydrogen bonding giving rise to an intermediate 
complex struetur® of the type
„o»® “®'bH
^ 0  0.
8 1 0  81«« 00.0. (4o6)
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It is I m m m  that the Si-^ O-Si distano® is So 28 A. 
Hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups of the
(sra
gel and' oxygen atoms of the W0@ ©stahedroa is a
possibility sine® the 0«>H distanoe would be well
a©
withiB the limit get by Pauling for Bueh bond 
formatioBo Specifically it appear© that the 
dehydration is catalysed by the preêemo© of small 
amounts of ’V ©odium tungatate vapourp a© shown by 
the vapour experiments® Although the vapour
'86'
catalyses the reaction to a much smaller extent than 
in the solid contact oasespoor vapour mixing withj, 
and penetration through the solid, could account for 
these differences© Weis^ has suggested previously 
that many so-called solid/solid reactions are in
fact controlled by solid/vapour contact much 
emmciated here© Examples of notep in
which solid vapour contact has a controlling effect 
on the reactions between solids ares-
t
BaCOg =§" SiOg — BaSiOg @ @ © (4o7)
GaO i" &iOg CaSiOg © © © © © © {4oS}
in which the presence of water vapour causes 
accelerations of 22-fold and 8o5 fold g the effect 
being manifested on the term kq onlyg In the rate 
constant k ™
Anhydrous sodium tungstate melts at 698® and 
according to Spitsyn  ^it is only at around 1200® 
that it begins partially to decompose © Howeverp 
dehydration of la^WO^oSEgO may give rise to a mixed 
oxide system la^OWCgo Such a system could act 
synergetically on the xerogel with the BàgO acting
—06—
m  the prinoipal water getter* T h l m would 
explain that at 500^0  ^ the dehydration rate for 
tungetio oxide addition© wae 50 mgo/g* and for sodium 
tungstate additions it was 33o5 mgo/g© after 300 
seconde In both oases*
Tungetio oxlde^ itself has a high ohemloal
affinity for water, as shown in the work of Glemser
06 ■
and Wendlanclto Thus y at 1525® IC^ these workers have 
shown that the réactiona-
W 0 ^ ( ® )  4 ’  H g O ( g ) ^ ^ ^  W  O g  (  O H  )  ^  (  g  )  O O O Q O O O  { 4 o 0 )
proceeds readily® The amount of VîO^  transported ae 
the gaseous oxide la high* Polynuolear oxides have 
been detected In the vapour above solid WO^®
Q l m m e r  and Wendlandt state that in the reaction WOg(s) 
with IgO(g) it would be possible to have a ring 
structure with a coordination number 5 for the 
tungsten atom or a non-linear chain formula with a 
coordination number 4o T h e y also propose that a 
coordination number of 4 for all the tungsten atoms 
la attained In the monomer WOg(OH)@ and this 
represented the most probable formulation* Hence it 
would be possible for several intermediate structures 
to exist Involving hydrogen bonding between the monomer
-87-
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H0— W™OH and the xerogel.
Therefore, it ©©eras entirely possible that 
sodium tungatate does act synergetically and that 
intermediate hydrates are formed by both the Na^O 
and WOg componentSo The inoreas© In dehydration 
rates due to the two component© will, of cours®, be 
superimposed on each other* The contributions that 
the eoBiponent© make to the acceleration would be 
extremely difficult to separate*
The kinetics of the dehydration in the mixed 
tungstat© experiment© are best described by a half 
order relationship* The rates of dehydration are 
greater than in the absence of tungatate* After 
300 second© at 60ü®G, the rate in the presence of 
tungatate Is 33*5 lago^ g* and in its absence 20*1 
linetie relationehips such as these could be explained 
if 'bwo adjacent ©Hanoi groups were Involved in 
formation of a single intermediate complex with the 
additive, as euggeeted by equation (4*6)* Thus 
a terminal W-0 bond could be involved in hydrogen 
bridge formation with two adjacent ©Hanoi©*
Similar formations have been suggested to explain
“03*
the atolebiometry of tartrate-tungatate complexes, 
involving hydrogen bonding between carboxyl and
terminal W-0 groups® Elimination of water acroae 
the bridge could then occur by several meohanismeo 
These would all involve a final water desorption 
step into the vapour phase* Generally, in solid-solid 
reactions, the direction and driving force of a 
reaction are measured by the free energy which can 
be expressed in terms of the lattice or crystal 
energy of the constituentso The reactivity will 
be enhanced by such factors as heat, structure 
rearrangement at transition temperatures, ionic 
distortion, solid solutions ©to*, which will weaken 
the inter-ionic forces* Thermodynamically for the 
oxide systems etudieii, it appears that the lattice 
energy of the final ’compound® formed between the 
oxide and the gel is greater than the lattice energy 
of the gel alone*
It is 2mown in a mixed oxide system, that
one possible cause of the activity may be the value 
of the potential energy of the oxide mixture in 
relation to that of its products* For such, we do 
not have a reaction which proceeds discontinuously,
a  9c
but through latermediat© states which are not the 
original system nor yet the final products*
The activation energies for the oxide additions
were
OuO, 4o8 f Ool; 110, ?o2 ± Ool| 5*8 + Oolg
BeO, 5o4 ^ 0o2§ ^0, 5*2 ^ O d  and 4*8 ^ O d
k cal*mol©  ^*
Examination of the activation energies do not
in general ©how any great differences due to valency
or to the effects of free d-orbitals* However, the
results do lead to another possible explanation based
on a olassifloatlon of the oxide© as insulators and
eemlc©nduo t©rs *
Insulator oxides such as AlgOg and B©0 appear
6 0
to ©we their activity to their surface acidity*
They are usually used as porous particles or ao a 
gel and it appears essential to have a mixture of
90
the oxides for catalytic activityo
It is known that with semiconductor oxides, 
molecules are often adsorbed (with or without
.  7â
dissociation) as surface ions* These oxides all 
have ionic crystals and may be classed as n- or p- 
type semiconductoreo It has been shown by Wagner
—90—
for nitrous ©xld© âoço^poeltions, that the least 
active oxides are all negative hole semiconduotors 
such as ZnO and with intrinsic semiconductors
such as OrgOg having approximately the same activity* 
The present studies have shown that the p-type 
semiconduetor MiO was very w e h  different from the 
other oxides, mid this is ascribed to th© presence 
of certain types of lattice vacancy® This suggestion 
does not take into account the activation energy 
(4o8 ± Ool k calomole for th© Intrinsic semi- 
conductor OuO, especially as Schmid and Keller 
have shown that the activity of oxides in HgO 
décomposition is in the order CuO > HiO > AlgOg > ZnQo 
However, this discrepancy in the present results may 
he du© to the presence of very small amounts of cuprous 
oxide on the oupric oxide surface which would greatly 
affect the activity* This becomes apparent from the 
work of Dell ©t m  th© carbon monoxide/oxygen
oxidation reaction*
The present work has shown that GdO additions 
are meet active in attacking the xerogel® Apart 
from Ou , the Od lorn is th® largest of all th# 
cations used® OdO is a defect lattice which
91.
crystallises in the eodium chloride structure*
It is also oxygen deficient, ioC* an n-typ© semi­
conductor* Thus it may act as a reducing agent on 
the gel; stripping oxygen from Si(0)^ groups into
4 4*
vacant anion sites in the GdO lattice, while Si ions 
could also he accommodated in interstitial position®* 
This would he expected to happen at the surface of the 
gel spheroids giving a cadmium oxide rich layer on the 
spheroid surface® This is a possible explanation of 
the anomâlous results obtained using GdO additionso 
Some of the difficulty in interpreting the present 
results may be due to impurity levels in raw materials* 
Roberts et al have already shown that because of such 
impurities, the observed effects of additives on 
sintering rates cannot be consistently interpreted 
in terms of changes of defect structure according to 
the valence of the additive*
Examination of the gaseous products using th© 
horizontal furnace showed that HGl was liberated in 
the reactions of transition metal chlorides with th© 
gel spheroidSo As shown by Bavar©s®@ experiments 
with anhydrous HGl on outgaaaed silica gel there are 
two possible airaultaneoua mechanisms, viz*,
»Si-OH + HOl -Si-=G1 4^ H«0 ....... (4,
t t
and oP Oï 01
/  ©  I 1
—Si — 0 — Si —= 4* 2Hd —Si — 0 — Si — h- H«0 (4®%
I # 8 I
At first the acid will react with all the aooeasible 
hydroxyl groups on the surface, and then will attack
96
the ’double oxygen bridges®* Bavare^ showed that 
the hydrogen chloride attacked the hydroxyl groups 
more readily than the oxygen bridges* However, as 
slloxame bridges will be formed during the heat 
treatment (4ol), then reaction (4*11) takes over 
from (4*10)o Thus the combination of both reactions 
probably accounts for the greater and continued lose 
in weight which was observed with the transition 
metal halide additives® This suggested mechanism is 
unlike the on© proposed earlier for alkaline-earth 
halides above 800®, and in fact, 1-ray powder 
photograph© showed a variety of diffuse lines but 
did not give a clear mechanistic pioture® For the 
cuprie chloride additive, X-rays showed that there 
tended to he cuprous chloride present in the spheroids* 
As stated previously, th© sodium halide additives 
did not show any great differences in their rates of 
dehydration* However, with the smaller cation Li
60 S m# oompared RaT 0*95 AÎ® the rate ©f
i©hj^rati©a appemre# t@ show that th# lower the 
melting point ©f the halide, the greater was the 
ameuat and rate of dehydrationo The faot that the
©mailer moleeale will more readily reaoh aooemelble 
eitee of adjaeent eilanol group©^ eomblmed with the 
greater mobility of the lithium halMes from Iiif te 
MOl to MBr aoooimte for the dehydration laoresalag 
im the order SiBr > BlGl > MFo
The reoulte of the lithium bromide experiments 
are not totally explained by the above ©uggeation© 
or the propoeala put forward for the transition metal 
halide additives^ The main reason for those 
hypotheses being unsuitable p i® that X-^ ray photographe 
show that a lithium ©illaat© le olearly formed as low 
m  500® o For some reason it appear® that it i© m m h  
easier for the lithium ion from lithium bromide to 
enter the ©©ordination sphere of silicon in the gel» 
The difficulties in this type of work are
«P0 0
observed from the results of several worker® 
a© well a© the present investigatioMo The types of 
proaesae® involved seem to depend on the ^affinities 
which the reactant® (particularly the oxides) have for
each otherp this being purely a n experimental 
obsorvatieno Many eiich oatalytio reactions involve 
diesooiativ© adsorption of the reactant© and it 
would be of interest to determine the extent of such 
a step in similar systems© A suitable set of 
mgerlmemts for this type of determination would 
inolude oxidations taking place upon oxide surfaces© 
Biasociativ© adsorption could them be follawod using 
isotopes to follow any exchange of oxygen be'Ween 
the x^eaotamtso At the same time p Inveatlgatioms of 
the mode of dehydration of eimilar gelatinoua oxide 
systemsp ©og© alumina gmd tltanla^ would add further 
information to the present data obtained with silica 
xerogelo Such studies should yield pattern© of 
additive activity which might be expected to clarify 
some of the less tractable phenomona observed in this 
work©
Bata from X->ray photoCTaph© oomputed o n  WmTvaxktl-^BlTlnBCof'^p^TE^ 
Value© of ^ g ©in^ ^  @ d«spacjLng and sin
ar© caloulated from lin© position measurements taken 
from Beby© powder photograph© obtained using a Van 
Arkel type eamerao It is possible to suppress the
printing of sin if this is not requiredo
(1) .Matho£
1.
The programme oaloulates the data by re a d in g  in 
measurements for each l in e  oa^ eat a tlm©o If ^ 1 © 
the camera co nsta n te  X  the  X-ray wavelength g 
the distance between the knife edgesp and Ig  the  
left and right hand l in e  readings respectively (ig  > i^)  ^
then
B = [ W  ) X iq] % 57o295 degree©
d ^ ©in^
X
96-
( 8 )
The programme requires the following data,
in order8
(i) @mi^:m_ogagt@n^ one quarter of the angular
âi©tano© in radian© between the Imife edge© of 
the earnera (ioOo about l®5)o 
(11) X-ray wavelengthg to be ueed In calculating 
d-apaoiagBo
(ill) &ife edro reading©§ smaller reading first 
(iv) Limdatas an integral estimate of the line
»  CfrtÆK.r 3g 9TX wTsvTf,nn.T.i  ra
intensity followed by two line position readings 
are needed for each line* The intensity can be 
any integer from 0 to 9999o The line position
readings must have the smaller one first for 
each lime g and it is necessary to measure from 
low to high angle systematioallyo 
(v) End of datag the last lime measurement must 
be followed by the warming character and 
the last set of data by Zo
The results are printed out in tabular form 
under the following heading©g
flSr fl TO
lime© Ü T Q numbered im ordero
copied directly from the input tapOo
distance between limes of dlffractlom 
con@p to 8 decimal places«
Bragg angle to 0 decimal places In 
degree#o
®im^ © t© 5 decimal placeso 
d-spaclmg to 4 decimal places Im the 
same unite as X a 
©in to 3 decimal placebo
ÏMo 
DIPPo
THETA
S m  TELSQo 
D-VABo
8im TEo B
The most aignifioasit digit (D@) of the keyboard 
may be set to have the followlmg effects
2
5
9
All data is punched out 
mlu la suppressed
0
All printing except elm B is suppressed
Computer stops and proeeeia on resetting 
keyboard and pressing continuée
In the case of Do s= 5^  the elm B values are preceded 
by 6 Inches of blank tape g and followed by I, and
three ©raseso
«s> iWO«*
flow Diagram fer Programme 1
X P
2 9 5
^SQ
KR ^  LoHo amd R©Eo 
reading©
,W ^  %-ray wavelength
I - inteïîsit^ f
LLj) DR ^ LgH o and ,0 A&O
IIo Tables of constants uaad Im th© determination of
Pore BtructureB from Nitrogen Adsorption Isotherms»
Xhe following tables give the constants used 
in equation (2»5)o
Table
Values of P Po, Rio and kip for Standard Increments of
Pore- Diametero
Pore Pore
diameter diameter
A P, |Po 2 8 A P^Sq &i g Rj
300 0.981 . 1.19 1.478
1.218 110 0.809
290 0.929 1.30 1.518
0.50 1.819 100 0.78?
280 0.926 1.44 1.565
0.52 1.226 90 0.764
270 0.924 1.60 1.624
0.54 1.238 80 0.734
860 0.921 1.80 1.696
0.56 1.241 70 0.696
250 0,918 2.08 1,791
0.58 1.249 60 0.646
240 0.915 2.44 1.917
0,60 1.858 50 0.570
230 0.911 1,40 2.070
0.62 1.268 45 0.535
220 0.907 1.56 2.160
0.65 1.279 40 0.484
Pore
diameter
â /Po
810 Oo 908
SOO 0.897
190 0.891
180 0.885
170' 0.879
160 0.871
150 0.861
M O  0.850
ISO 0.8S8
120 0.824
0.66
0.71
0.75
0.79
0,84
0.89
0.95
1.02
1.10
E
Por@ 
diameter
as A
1.76
291 35 0,423
304 30 0.350
1.318 28 0.265
333 20 0.160
1.350 18 0.130
1.369 16 0.090
391 14 0.058
1.416 12 0,035
1.445 10 0.016
2.00
2.34
2.86
.34
1.49
1.68
1.93
2.26
R&8
2.315
2.495
2.740
3,060
3.380
3.580
3.710
3.690
3,300
Data from adsorï>ti©a isotherms computed @m KDP9.
Value ®f p@r© volume » surface area@ cumulative 
eurfac© area g spécifie pore volume j, and the 
derivative are calculated using equation
(2o5) and the constants tabulated previously.
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(1)
®JSD kis B y ^  ^  and A values given in tables
I and lie corresponding to decrease®'in the pore 
d i a m e t e r  o f  3 0 0  ^  S O O  <& o o © © o 3 0 9 ^ 3  © 0 © © © o © S O 9 1 ©  
10 Im lo Values of from the adsorption
Isotherms corresponding to p/p@ values In table I©
(8) Output
results are printed out In tabular form 
under the following headings;
00000
PORE VOLUME (V&@)
SURFACE AREA (S&g)
This is the .pore volume in
mlo(IoToPo )/go corresponding 
to pore diameters (A) given 
Im table I©
The values of surface area
In go are obtained by 
converting the values of 
using the relationship
4a V 
? !C 1 0
c m .  s . A .
SP. PORE VQL.(V)
where a lo5B4 it 10 9 the
ratio of the density of 
gaseous nitrogen at loToP© to 
that of liquid nitrogen© 
d^  is the mean diameter of 
the increment A©
This Is the cumulative stu'face 
area obtained by accumulating
the values 8^g ©
The specific pore volume is 
obtained by multiplying V©* 
by ^aXlo6©4 % lO'-s)©
■log.
FORE DIAM.(A) 
DERIVATIVE
Copied directly from input 
tape©
T M ©  is ©imply the specific 
pore volume divided by the 
pore diameter©
Rs,Dt,K«,d9e[l§36] lgjpk;h§op@m(30)
9
i m  1 iMS, 1 HSMI 36 d® R[i]
^  1:= 1 M I E  1 ffiül. 36 M  D[i]
i m  1 sâis 1 mtii ss ât k[i]
read(gO) 
read(20) 
read(20)
f©r is= 1
ga g ftaajÆÆTdflua 1 imtll S6 do d[i] read(20)cwaScsX^yrBtiTgffjsaj» «v  H r
for h%^ 1 ©ten 1 until 35 do
array y»%,a,b[lgSV];
w r i t ®  t ® 3 £ t (  3 0 , £ £ e Q c $  I S o ^ T a b l ® ^ ] )  % w r l t @ ( S O . f o r m a t
{^nddJJ ^ h; I
£®r is® 1 SÎSB. 1 m # l  37 d® y[l]g- road (20);
for Is- 1 ©tep, 1 umtll 36 d© j[i]s^ y[i^l]-y[l]^
for Jsss 1 step 1 until 56 d@
<gtgtterdaff»jar tCWZo k  ia ^a ijrf- ‘MS'jftiTBa=aa earsrtussan t  suryte »
a[j]s:= x[j] % K[j]; 
b[3ls® “VCd] “ a[j];
.1 0 3 .
if b[j]<0 a m  Mgin i £2l© I< SSâ 
e[3]s® b[j] % R[33s
x[3+l]s«= x[j] 4- e[j] X D[j]g 
ks®= 3?
ends
end;
Dsbe&lm array ©gV [0§36] ; real a^b ; Integer FI; 
a§s 65o36; ©[O] a- 0;
FI §- forMat(£‘fMdoddd®©©se©e3); 
for Is® 1 ©t©B 1 until Ic-1 de
narngj'Tgyjj.^'ucaa ff-aga
MsM. r[i]s- a X o[i]/a[i]g
s[i]g^ e[i-l] 4 v[i]| 
write(509 Fl^ o[i]); 
writ@(30g Fig t[1]); 
writ®(30g Fig ©[i]);
bsslf I486 then 310-10x1 else if 32 themf^,Wrf».'ir.T3S5r> ft»r3!.T:TL’.T>  ^  ^czsczz-tzzTV-D.  
50=(l=2G)x5
elae20-(i«32)x2;
writ#(30gformat(^ mddse88BB@2) gb);
wrlte(30gf0riaat(£d<iMdS|.0-MidoJ) g(c[i]x
Oo001564) b)|
cloa©{20)I close(50);
@ad
©nd
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mWerm research expands » the uae of
Bon-aqueoue solvents is becoming more important in 
the examination of inorganic species Im solution» 
and im the preparation of otherwise unobtainable 
anhydrous corapoundSo Many new compounds» which 
cannot exist in aqueous solution » are.- readily 
obtainable In a stabilised form in the absence of 
water® One difficulty in the crystallisation of 
Inorganic compounds from organic solvents Is that 
the compound formed very often contains solvent of 
cry8talllsation which la extremely difficult to 
remove if decomposition of the parent compound is 
to be avoided®
Hon-aqueous solvents containing atoms with an 
unshared pair of electrons possess remarkable 
solvent properties despite having a low dielectric 
constant® It is well known that many salts are 
soluble in ether» e®g® covalent mercuric chloride 
and bromide# and that etheretes such as MgI^o2Bt^0 
where % ^ 01 or Br are readily formedo Bidgwick^ ' 
lists many compounds which dissolve Im ether and 
form,etherate#; thus establishing the donor properties
©f ethWo
Th© solubility of salts im other must b® due 
to the solvation of the lorn© by the ether» ooordlm- 
mtlom arising from the lorn© pair of electrons on the 
oxygen atom of the ethero
Silver ©alts are rather unique im that 
relatively few complexe© oomtalmlmg a metal-oxygem 
bond ©2ci©to Example8 of thl© type of metal-oxygem
a
borné are Illustrated im the work of Sharp and Sharpe 
on complexe© of fluoro acids and perchlorate© iia 
ether eolutiom® bslmg copper powder for the 
dleplacememt of silver» these author© were able to 
prepare cuprous fluorcborate and hexaflucrophosphate® 
Schwaraembaoh has reported that nickel perchlorate 
may be obtained im ©olutlom by meutrallaimg a 
Buepemsion of mictel ammoalum perchlorate Im ether 
using amhydrous perchloric acid®
In the present work» solutions of perchlorates 
and tetrafluoroborates of some first row tramsitiom 
metal© have been prepared im ether® T h e m ©  solutions 
were prepared by reacting am ether solution of the 
appropriate anhydrous silver ©alt with excess metal 
halide or by using a t ole hi ome trio quantities of each 
©alto The solutions thus obtained were then reacted
with the fallowing ©eriee of ligands» viso trlpbonyl- 
phospMne» triphenylarsin©» triphenyl®tibin®» 
triphenylbisMuthine » trim®thylphosphite » triethy1- 
phosphite » triphenyXphoephit©» triethylamine and 
4-m©thyl«2 »6 » ?-tri®xa-l-phosphabloyelo[2» 2 » 2]octane 
(hereafter referred to as MoToPo)®
The formation of complexes between triaryl 
derivative® of Group ¥ element® and metal lone le 
well eetahllehed; the ©as© of formation being in 
the order PPhg > AePh@ > SbPhg <> Little work 
appears to have been done on transition metal 
complexes with BiPh^ although luttall ©t al have 
claimed that well-defined complexes such as 
AgOlO^oPhgBi are readily formed from ether solution® 
There are two possible Sources which can give rise 
to coordination in trialkyl derivatives» vis® (a)
the Group ¥ element» and (b) the TT -electron system
e
of the aromatic ring® Since Sharp and Sharpe have 
shown that aromatic systems give rise only to weak 
complexes with copper and silver» it is therefore
expected that the most important contribution to 
complex formation will arise from the Group ¥ elements
A vment review article liy Booth disouasea the 
preaemt knowledge of phoaphlme complexée® Tertiary 
phoephlmee show a marked tendency to form mom-lomlo 
complexe# which arê readily soluble in organic solvents 
Phoaphinee» in general are particularly useful and 
versatile liganda» In that they form compounds 
containing both the highest and lowest valency states 
©f transition metal©® Phosphorus has empty 3d 
orbitals capable of accepting IF -electrons» and in 
addition» they have a lone pair of electroms capable 
of forming a ^  bond® Thus phosphlmCm are etromg 
base©; and combine strong sigma bond donor function©» 
mmh as are found In amines» with strong TT -bond 
acceptor pr®p®rti©So The importance of d-orbitals
in covalent bonding has been a subject ef much
#
discussion since Paullmg ^© paper on the hybridisation 
of atomic orbitalB in molecule formation®
The effects of TT -bonding involving d-©rbital® on 
the properties of transition metal compounds 
including some complexes formed by tertiary phosphines» 
arsine© and stibines » have been explained by several 
author©o
# . 0 above effects ar'e slso evident Im 
pWsghiteBo
complexes with trialkjl ' p h m ^ M A m m  have met with 
omXy limited emccems® The réaction mt first r@w 
tramaitlem metale such me Oo(Il) and li(Iî)
some reaetlom ie
&B
o ArW^mr et aX
mnlexe
d heavy transition metals auch a© Ft(I] 
few of the poet-tramsitlom metals auoh m m lg(Il)o 
The difficulty i m forming complexes of tre
tee appear© t® he a
effect ; Blmoe a mew alkyl phosphite (M® T®?® ) first
31 8
prepared by Verkade r n i û Reynold© ham shorn
 ^di." p 0
remarkable eomplexlmg power©® The ability
of MoToPo to form ©table complexes In eomtrast 
t© trialkyl phosphites» arises from its low aterie 
hlmdramoe and stronger sigma- amd W  -bomdlmg 
abilitieso The alkyl part of the molecule la a 
item which is eeaemtlally ©tralmle©#®
Btudie© by nuclear magmetlc resomamce spectro©copy
©how the molecule to have the structure 4^.
. g o  ( X o l ^  o
â-û
© - OHjj/
_ / /
%%
The m#0% actable aspect of Verkade'm work I m  that 
th© maximum coordlmatlon number for transition metal 
perohloratee f m m  achieved with only lloToDo 
in the first coordination sphere » which is strong 
evidence for a reduction ef ligand-llgamd aterio
&?
repulelom® However» work by Gottorn and Goodgame 
on perchlorates of Ag(l) and Ou(%) has shown that 
complexes are formed Im which 4 PP1% moleoules were 
found In the coordination sphere of the metal
although the anion oould also have been coordinated « 
Bonding in triethylamine éoraplexas with 
transition metals will differ from the other Group V
i©
elements already disauased in two aspectso Brown 
has shown th© exlatenoe of back strain in 
trlalkylamlnea produced by packing three alkyl groups 
round the relatively small nitrogen atom as compared 
to the phosphorus atom® Thus there ie a decrease im 
basicity due to aterlo factore® The other difference 
arises almo© lEt^ has m© orbitale available for
*118.
feedback and must therefore he considered as a 
fur© sigma donor®
The oomplexes formed Im the present work were 
investigated using Infrared » far infrared and ultra, 
violet refleotamce mpeot^ QScoPY.
.1 1 6 .
mo8t Interesting feature of the other 
solution© of transition metal nerohloratos and
tetrafluoroboratee has heem the dlaoovery of a
â 0 ,
mew type of oompouhdo It was found that on 
addition of anhydrous ouprlo ahloride to silver 
perohlorate in ether solution p am Immediate
colouration was observedo fhia was blue but om
prolonged shaking the colour changed to greeno
a©
Baillie et al Imvoetlgated this colour change 
by ultraviolet spectroscopy and conductivity 
measurementeo fh© comclusione which were drawn
were that two epeciee existed in solution 
correepondlmg to the formula
qu(01)X and OuXg^
(1) (II)
where X represented the strong acid eniomo
Solutlom (I) may be converted to II by 
titrating with silver perchlorate dissolved in 
ether# and the reactions formulated ae
’I V h
excees halide 
GuOlg 4 AgOlQa ............Gu(01)G10^ AgOl
AgOlO^ 
0u(010^)@ i. AgGl
Ab far ae the solution formed using silver 
tetrafluoroborate and copper(XI) chloride warn 
concernedp it appeared that the yellow-green 
solution was exclusively of type I# vi^o Ou(Gl)BP^ o 
Details of the preparation and properties of the 
other solutions are given in the experimental 
eeotlomo
The above type^ of solution when reacted with 
the ligand© listed in Chapter I gave a series of 
complexes which were of the general formula #
mgDa# mXDg# M(01)XD8 and
M(C1)ID^ where 1 @3 perchlorate or totrafliaoroborate, 
The storeoehemlstry of the cobalt and nickel 
complexes was investigated by measuring the 
ultraviolet reflectance spectra [Tables (3ol)# (5o2) 
and (3o3)] and are discussed# where appropriate# In 
the section dealing with the infrared spectrum of a 
particular complex^
-US-
Ill general# the yield of complex obtained was
mot very largeq The ©nalyeie for the stable 
complexes prepared are given in the experimental
eectioiio
(A) lonoBubstituted phemyl ligands
The infrared spectra of the ligands used in 
this studyp PPh^ p âePh^p SbPh^ and BlPhg are quite
Bt
similar to one anothero However^ the Infrared
spectra of the complexes formed are quite 
complicated due to the masking effect of the 
perchlorate and tetrafluoroborat© anion©o 
Consequently nothing can be eaid about ligand 
vibrations Im the regions 1200-950 cmo and 
650-680 cMo Such variation® in ligand vibrations 
as are observed are confined to the peaks in the 
regions T40-780# Ÿ00-680# 500-450 and the region 
below 600 cBo  ^ [Table® (2oI)# (2o8)p (Eo5) and 
(2.4)].
Table (8.11
ASPhg SIO 46?4?5 690 782
îte( C10^ ) s ( AsPîîg ) g 314329® 46? 693 735
Gfâ(G10^ )g ( AsSîig )^ 023 4?0 692 735
G@( GIO^ ) s ( AsPteg )g 320 462472 689
735
740®'
mi(G10^)g(A8phg)^ 320 470 695 735
Za(BF^)a(A8Î?hg)<, 313(e) 460 684 74175(^
0«C1BFq (AsPhg)^ 325 452^461 692
787
73051
GtiClBf* (AsPbg )g 386 455„463^ 691
725
730^
e@ClBFa/â®Phs 460 60S 743„750*
SWb.
€ / 8 )■s '8
o©ceio^)^(SOTiig
G«G10^(8hPh.)g
AbsowfeioB
853 
86 "7
840
840
867
867
450
455
455
455
455
453
458
693
690
687
693
789
730(mh 
745(8h 
760(©)
750 ^  
758
789
CuGlOa (Bhm^ )<i
b)g/SWhs
a f<i
<i /Bl
26?
240
86?
454
458
448 
458 ^ 
457
455 
450
693
690
692
68?
694
789
735
750(sh)
788
787
736
C-ayi#ït.e5:ÿ2iC^ee»Sîœs*^<^
ppk
S
® ^<3
11(0104)8 (PP&s).
2^C®4 )s/fPÎÎ5
OsClBP^/PPh
496 
510
495
497 
810
491
510
500
515
3^8
500(®) 
510(8b)
507
SOO(w)
505(e)
690
698
698
695
695
687
698
680
740
78©
745
755(0h)
780 
745 ^ 
755
755
728(8)
750(e)
721(8] 
745(m, ©â
'181.
BiPîig
e®(G10a)g<BiBhg)s
SSSCm)
838
450
444
694
680
723
780 
730 ®
liCGlOjg/BXms
0uGlOlQa/Bi»s
834(v?)
838(w)
444
43?(8h)
690(w)
690(w)
738
eu(01O<i )g/BiPhg 
&(BFo)s/BiBha
234(w)
241
445(w)
431 (m) 
444 S
685(w)
683
738
732
OuClBf^ j/BiPiis 236(w) 458 695 783
(®) S strong (a) ^ medium (w) S weak (sîi) 5 s&oMlâeî”
ïïnl®3B designated otherwise# tte absorptions given 
In the above table© are ©trongo Tables (2ol)# (802) 
(2o3) and (2o4) show that any a l t e r a t io n  In  the 
position of th e  ligand vibration# appears to  be 
entirely randoMo First Im pression© g iv e n  by th e  
absorptions marked with an asterisk# were that the  
observed splitting warn a crystal f i e l d  effect© 
However# c lo s e r  exam ina tion  o f  c o o rd in a te d  oomplexes 
re ve a le d  that some ©f these peak® may In  f a c t  b# due 
t# the anion b e in g  either monodentate o r  bidentat©o. 
Thia will b© d e a lt  with later on in  th e  dlMmemlom©
'182.
Table (So4) Im which com# of the atrong ligand 
absorptions are reduced to medium or weak peak© on 
compleacing# support© the view obtained from analyaie# 
that with BlPhg there is dephenylatlon taking placeo
The principal absorptions which were of 
interest In the present Inveetlgatione were those 
due to perchlorate and tetrafluoroborate ionoo
»  ^ ..88 #88 #04  ^_ 8® #8V
The infrared and Raman spectra
of perchlorates have been studied and assignment® 
madOo The unperturbed perchlorate ion ha© a
regular tetrahedral structure# and poesesses nine
modes of vibration giving four fundamental modeeo
@0
Hathaway and Underhill have tabulated the mature # 
symmetry and approximate typical frequencies of the 
observed modes for the tetrahedral Ion aa well as 
the effect© of coordination through one or both 
oxygen atoms of the perchlorate group [Table (Eo5)]-
TABLE (2oS)
S êfà
4
a
% '*
(^v1^ <&3
<a '(%»
2 W  ^ % # # #  . 4 #  
.0 
& % mwif €%
h
#. a w
&
% '#• V
Jk
ê M  4 M
% %
A am#' mom^#©generateg lOg doubly degenerate
? 9 triply degenerateg Ig Infrared aetiveg
4
le ; âa
Im general@ the triply degenerate modee J ^ and
(& K
epllto
which le
dem Im the Infrared
This absorption Weomem weakly
allowed ©wing to distortion of the Ion In a crystal 
field of lower symmetry than Itselfo
Similar arguments apply equally well to other 
tetrahedral systems such as though not a
great deal has been published Im this direationo 
Several authors have quoted values of oao lOBO
and 530 obio“  ^ i ê u  J ^  ) for the Infrared
active modes of the tetrafluoroborate loUo
$he fundamental frequencies for a perchlorate 
©r tetrafluoroborate group with symmetry are
not accurately predictablea Howeverp the infrared 
active frequencies for other symmetrical
compoundsp ©ogo perchloric acld^^ and perchloryl 
fluoride have been reported and may be taken as a 
guide o
Jâ J# (^4 J# Jê (c®o )
HOIO^ 1038 739 5 %  1318 585 488
OlOgP 1081 715 549 1315 589 405
In the case of two exygem atoms being involved in 
covalent bonding  ^ ioOo a bidentate perchlorate groupp 
the symmetry is lowered to A similar type of
guide to the frequencies may be obtained from studies
9 4
of the bMcntate sulphate lorn am# eulphuryl
90
fluorideo
SOgFg
Jê Jb Jê J9 J®
1050995641468 ^ 11056101196571
1869846@44 soo « 1508555883 539
j i B only Raman activeg the rest being observed 
in the Infrared a
The absorption frequencies listed In tables 
(2o6)g (Bo7)g (2o3) and (2o9) are these due to the 
aniong plus absorptions which cannot he related to 
simple ligand vibration®o
The aboorptlone marked with an e^terlek are 
difficult to assigno Theae absorptions may be 
due to a crystal field effect or to the anion 
being coordinated but will be considered in the 
discussion of the complexes where this occurso
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Thé ultraviolet refleetamoe speetrum of the 
blue oomplex 0o(G10^ )@(A0Pbg)^ ha© ®ho?m the 
oobalt to be in a tetrahedral environmento 
Table (£06) shows this complex to be ionic though 
the absorption at 860 may be due to some
covalent charactero Although the infrared spectrum 
of 11(010  ^)g seems to show the complex as
ionic 0 the reflectance spectrum indicates a complex 
of octahedral symmetry„ This means that for 
octahedral symmetry the perchlorate must be 
coordinated in a symmetrical fashion and therefore
does not manifest Itself by splittingo Using the
a ©
values of Hathaway et al and Wlckenden and 
Krause for coordinated perchlorates as a guidep 
it appears that 2n(G10^)g(AsPhg)@ Is coordinated
through two of the oxygen atoms of each perchlorate 
group (Cg^)o The peaks at 6£0 and 647 in the
slno complex could be assigned to the non-degenerate 
rooking frequency J and the non-degenerate 010  ^
symmetrical bending frequency J  ^ respectivelyo 
This is in contrast to the two peaks at 738 and 
740 CBo  ^ in the cobalt complex which must be due 
t© a crystal field ©ffeeto Im the case of
>131.
CuCOlO^)g(A®Pfeg)4& th© perchlorate is manodeatat©
(Oq^)o
A white complex analysing to Q u G l O ^ i B W h j ^ ) ^  
was prepared froBi oopper( II )hlsperchlorate g 
whereas copper(II)ohloroperchlorate yielded another 
white solid but this analysed to GuGlO^(S b P h g g 
both of which appear ionic from their Infrared 
spectrao Similar to other c©pp©r(I) complexes 
these might he expeoted to he tetrahedral@ though 
this would mean that the perchlorate in the former 
would have to be coordinatedo The triplet around
—I, —^
450 CMo and the weak peak at 930 obio may b© 
Interpreted as evidence of covalency for 
GuG10^(8hPÜ8)a,
The ultraviolet reflectance spectrum of 
El(010^)9(SbPhg)g suggests that this complex is 
octahedraland the Infrared spectrum Indicates 
coordination of the perchlorate groupo 
0o(G10^ ){g(8bPhg)g Is shown from table (£o7) to have
a bldentate perchlorate groupo One of th@ peaks at
—&
730 and 758 omo g probably the latter is due to 
coordination though the doublet at 240 and £67 cmo  ^
la too lew for this typ© of assignment^ and appears
>138.
te b© either a slight shift %n the ligand vibration 
[@©@ table (Bog)] or a metal^oxygaa vlbratlono 
Th@ complex formed between )g mmd trlphenyl-^
atibin© p although not characterised by analyei© 
appears from it® Infrared spectrum to contain a 
weakly coordinated perchlorate groupo
Of the complexes formed between triphenyl- 
phoephlne and the various perchlorate eolutlona^
GuOlO^(P?hg)g appears to be ionic [table (£08)] 
but it is difficult to put forward a definite 
structure for this complex if copper has a sensible 
coordination number of fouro %n(G10  ^
similar to m(GlQg )g ( AsPhg )g p i© shown to contain 
a bldentate perchlorate group of eymmetryo 
The spectrophotometrie measurements of Go(G10^)g(PPhg), 
are somewhat anomalous im that the ultraviolet 
reflectance spectrum shows tetrahedral symmetry9 
whereas the Infrared spectrum appears to show the 
anion to be strongly coordinatedo The complex 
Wl(0104)g(PPhgyielded a poor reflectance 
spectrum which did not help to elucidate the symmetry^ 
and the Infrared spectrum suggested only weak 
©©ordination of the aniono
The perohlGrate-trlphenylblsmuthine complexe® 
appear from table (Bo9) t® be l o m l o though some 
doubt existe about the Go(G10^)^(BlPhg)g oomplox 
which was the only one to fit aatiefaotarj analysis 
figure®o Both Gu(GlQa )@ m û  0u(Gl)01Q@ ether 
solutions gave green solid© on addition of 
trlphenylbiamuthlneo These complexee appeared to 
dephenylate g though table (Bo 9) shows the preeenoe 
#f ionic perchlorate from the absorptions at eao
•s=p5
625 ©Mo and the broad peaks around 1100 
However@ the peaks around 290 ©mo might be taken 
as indicating metal-halogen bridging similar to
the distorted octahedral oomplexea suggested by
80
€lark et al for oopper-hallde complexes of 
pyridine0
The infrared spectra of OuGlBP^(AsPh@)g and
GuGlBP^(AmPhg)^  shown In table (£o6) suggest that
these complexes are ionico The absorptions around
260 OMo for these complexes approximately corresponds
to values observed for oopper-halogen vibration©
80
observed by Olark and William© for distorted 
polymeric octahedral compoundSo Using this 
assumption^ figo (2ol) indicates a possible structure
.134-
fox’ GROIBP^ (AsPhg ehloh th@ copper Is
sl%-=ooorainatep involving ehlorlne bridging with 
the t@trafluoroborat@ being ionic and held in 
interstices in the latticeo
Cl Gu
AePhg
01 0%
Plgo (2ol)
Im gemeral the Imfrared data for the t©traflucre- 
borate complexes are more difficult to Interpret 
than the ©orr©©ponding perchlorate complexe©o 
The malm reaaome are that very little promlmemoe 
has Wem given to ooordimatiom through the fluor in® 
atoms of tetrafluoroborate @ am# Im several oases 
the reaolutiom of the Imfrare# peaks wa® pooro 
Such poor resolution may be due im part to the 
exietemoe of B -P stretehimg modes which often
appear im the 900-1300 cmo region a® shoulder© on
â s
a broad absorption iuè to B -F modeso
80 8#
Hathaway m â  debater o m û  Clark am# OlBrien
have studied ooordimatlon of the tetrafXuoroborat© 
group la trimethyltiE tetrafluoroborate o
The assigmmonte which they give to th© mevem Infrared 
motive bands are due to (a) the triply degenerate
aeymmetrl© B-F stretch ( ê  being resolved into
—51
three mtremg bamde at 980g 1070 and 1170 ©mo g 
(b) eymmetrl© B-? stretch i ê  at 746 ©#«
(o) the pj  ^ doublet du© to am asymmetric bend 
around 525 and (d) a broad band at 446 ©mo 
arising from splitting of  ^  ^ modeg and may be 
either a rocking mode or a eymaetrical bending mode 
of the group with symmetry a Using these 
value# aa a guide it is evident the complex formed 
between )g and triphenylphosphlneg although
m©t characterised by analysis has the anion present 
ae a bldemtate groupo Using published frequencies 
of the vibrations of perchlorate anion with 0^^ 
symmetryg analogy shows the complex Z m ( )^ (AeBhg
to contain a monodentate lom» The % n ( )g-SbPhg
—&
complex show© one strong peak at 1085 ©mo and 
thuPi appear© to be Ionic @ though the peak# at 687 @ 
694g 727 and 756 ©Mo  ^ suggest that either ©ome
covalent eharaoter exist© or that the symmetry of 
th e  tetrafluoroborate group i® affected by it© 
p o s it io n  In the crystal lattice^ but this would 
tend  to be a m ino r ©ffeeto The absorption© shown 
in  table (Bo?) f o r  OuClBF^(8b P h @ show that 
c o o rd in a tio n  of the a n io n  Is  p resen tp  and th e  peaks 
at 282 and 290 cmo are s tro n g  evidence f o r  copper*
c h lo r in e  bridgingo The com plex OuGlBP^(PPhg)g
might be expected to  e x h ib it  c o o rd in a tio n  of the 
group and m e ta l-h a lo g e n  bridging if copper Is  
to have a rea son a b le  c o o rd in a tio n  num bero These 
observations are n o t e v id e n t from th e  In fra re d  
spectrumo
Ultraviolet reflectance spectra and analysis 
were not obtained for the OoGlBF^-AsPh@ and 
OoGlBF^-PPhg complexes since only poor yield© of 
blue ©olid were obtainedo Both of these complexes
shew strong coordination of the BF4 group and It 
might be anticipated that had a far infrared 
spectrum been obtained there would have been peaks
—âaround 230 cmo for cobalt-chlorine bridging 
similar to the value© obtained for the distorted 
polymeric octahedral compound CoOlg(pyridine)^ o
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Tabla (Eo9) mhmm that the oomplex 3m(BP^  )g- 
contains ooordlnatad BF^ lonb wharaaa th© 
OuClBF^-BiFh^ complex appear© to lia purely ionloc
Gaaarally it might be axpeotod that tertiary 
pliosphitas would ©how approximately the aamo
coordinating affinity as trlphenylphoaphlneg with 
th® phosphorU8 acting as a sigma-bond éomor and a 
-bond acceptorp the vacant 3d orbital© of the 
phosphorus being capable of interaction with filled 
non-bonding d-orbital© of a transition metal«
Specifically it might b@ expected that triphenyl' 
phosphite would exhibit stronger bonding propertlea 
than triphenylphosphinep by virtue of the fact that 
conjugation between the lone pair of electrons on 
the phosphorus atom and the aromatic rlngp could be 
expected to be hindered by the Interposition of the 
oxygen atom@ thus rendering the phosphorus lone pair 
mere available for ©Igma-bond formationo 
The argument appears to be ©ubotantlated In several 
cases in which triphenylphosphin© la displaced by 
(PhO)gB In metathetlcal reaetioMo^^ Reaction© 
of the above type have usually been Carried out using
the heavier transition metals such as platinum 
and palladium^ The complexes formed are of the 
type Ft[(X%0)^p3<â and they have also been formed 
by the addition of triphenyIphosphite to an 
©thanolio KOH solution of  ^ There does
not appear to be much reported for trlphenylphosphlte 
complexes of the let row transition metals though 
Heck has prepared complexes of the type 
loOo(CO)g(PPk^)[P(pM©)^3go In the present study@ 
mo solid complexes were obtained using triphenyl- 
phosphite as a ligand g though in a few cases, a 
change was observed In the colour of the solution« 
Several cases In which trlalkylphosphltes
yielded intractable oils with transition metals have 
been reported, and it is only recently that 
Huttemmm has mentioned well-defined complexes 
with thie systemo Home of the difficulty experienced 
in attempts to prepare complexes of trlalkylphosphltee 
must be ascribed to ateric hindranceo This effect 
has been ©tudied by Brown and Sujiehio They 
compared qulnuclldlne and trie thylamln e as bases 
towards BPg and found that quinuolidlne [figo(2o2)3 
formed a mere stable adduct with BPm than did
>130^
triethylamlne (figoBo3)o The former is a Moyclie 
analogue of the latter and may be compared to 
4-m© thyl-£ ^ 6,7-trioxa-l-pho©phabicyolo[2,2,2]oo tan© 
(figo loi) and a trialkylphosphite respectivelyo
0^ e-G,y  X  's
0 «!«.»&“’««*"■ 0—0 «JSSrtsW-W
\  /
figo (2o2) figo (2,
In the present investigatioBs, several transition 
metal-trialkylphosphit© complexes forme# readily from 
ether solution, though In other attempts the failure 
to obtain a solid complex was put down to solubility 
effectso The complexes which wore obtained are 
C © ( O X O J a [ ( M © O ) g 3 > 3 0 ,  C o ( 0 1 0 «  ) g E ( B 1 ; 0 ) s P 3 g  ^
M ( 0 1 0 < )  ) g  [ . ( M e O a P J a  , M d  l i ( 0 1 0 «  ) s  [ ( E t O g  ) P ] @ .
She eoaipl®3Ciôg Gu010<j [(MeOg )?3<i s®^ OuGlO^ j E(B'feO)gP]<}
were obtained from OuCODOlO^ solution, and
GîiClOo C(ES@0)sP3s M â  C«Cil04t(E'&0)gP33 feora CuCGlQ^ )s
solutioBo The ether solution of OuClBF^ yield©# a 
complex which analysed to CuBF^ [(MeO)^ !*]^  o
440.
The other phosphite whloh was used with great 
effect was the oaged phosphite MoToPo, the structure 
of which I s  Illustrated I n  figo(loi)o
Tables (EolO), (Boll) and (Eolg) list the 
Infrared absorptions for the rang© of complexes 
preparedo The spectra of the alkyIphosphlt©s were 
run as liquid films whereas MoToBo and all the 
complexes were studied as lujol mullso Unless 
otherwise indicated, the abaorptioas shown in the 
tables are observed as strong peaks©
Before discussing the infrared spectra of the 
cobalt and nickel trialkjlphosphit© complexes, it 
must be mentioned that except for HiCOlO^ )g> [(M©0)^p]^ 
no Information could be gathered regarding the 
structure of the complexes from the ultraviolet 
reflectance spectra^ Both of the cobalt complexes 
decomposed without showing any absorptions, while 
I'iCClO^  )g [(BtO)gP 3g- tended to decompose continuously g 
giving a very odd spectrum which rose to a maximum
œ»D4
at 22,720 cmo and then levelled out very quickly
the low frequency aide© li(ÜlÜ4)g[(fcO)^?] 
which was a bright yellow solid was shown to be
octahedral having peaks at 1500 and 2400 cm© and
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m ehoulder around 1600 omo ThB olose rosam'blan©©
Im the oolour of these complexes (i<>eo orange-^yellow) 
taken in conjunction with the eimilarity observed 
in their infrared spectra for anion and ligand 
vibrations suggests they are all octahedralq
Table (S«12) indicates that the nickel and 
cobalt complexes are Ionic, as far as perchlorate 
and tetrafluoroborat© is concerned, the doublet 
at ?20 and 775 omo being assigned to the 
splitting of the ligand vlbratlom-%at 740 cmo 
due to a crystal field effecto Table (2oll) 
shows two new peaks in the cobalt and nickel complexes 
which cannot simply be assigned to anion vibrations, 
Tisso the bands at oao 550 emo and the strong
an%
doublet at cao 725 mid 800 emo There are several 
possibilities which could give rise to this phenomena 
TiîSa (1) bonding taking place through the oxygen 
atoms of the phosphite instead of the phosphorus,
(2) Infrared inactive bands in the liquid film 
which become active on complexing and (3) crystal 
field effectso The most likely of these Is the 
effect of crystal field in the solid complex, but 
it Is Impossible to verify this at presento
‘145.
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figo (2o4) illustrât©© in detail the spectra 
of CuOlO^ [(^©0)^F]g which was obtained from 
copper(II) hlBperchlorate solution and OuClO^[(M©0)^b]^ 
which was derived from the green c opper ( 11 ) ohlore«' 
perchlorate solutiono Oomplexlng of am ether 
solution of GuCClO^ )^wlth trim®thylphosphlte 
results In reduction of the c@pper(II) to Gopper(l) 
giving a complex of formula OuClO^[(M©0)^P]go 
Whem the parent solution 1# Cu(Ol)O10^ 9 oomplexing 
with trlmethylphosphite again gives reduction of 
Gopper(II) to oopper(I)g but in this case a 
tetra-llgand complex OuOlO^'[(M0O)^Pis formed<,
Both of these reductions presumably must Involve 
electron transfer from the ligand g but with the 
present information it is impossible to elucidate 
the true nature of the mechamlsmso Most copper(I) 
complexes are tetrahedralo If this i© so with 
both these complexesp then the perchlorate group 
in OuOlO^[(M©0)gP]g must b@ monodentate p and Im 
OuGlO^ [(MeOg )P]^  the perchlorate will be lomio o 
These postulates are substantiated by figo (So4) 
which shows that there is less splitting In the 
Infrared around the 500 and ?60 region for
OuGlO^ [(M@0)@P]^ than for the complex OuOl©^ [(MeO)gP]g o 
The ©am© phenomena are apparent im the 
tri©thyIphoaphlt© complexes [table (2ol2)] iadioating 
similar meohaniamsq
Table (Boll) shows the Infrared absorptions 
for the complex OuBF^ [(MeO)gp]^ o Onc% again 
symmetry requirements may be satisfied without 
eoordimatiom of the anion, and a similar mechanism 
a® for OuGlO^[(MeO)gp]^ Is probably involvedo 
Addition of triethyIphoaphite to oopper(Il)ohloro- 
tetrafluoroborat© yielded a brown solution which 
turned oolourleeso The failure to prepare a solid 
complex with triethyIphosphit© similar to the 
trimethylphosphite complex is possibly du© to a 
solubility effecto Table (Bol5) Is a clear 
indication that the complex Zn(010  ^)g(MTP)<i is 
ionico The other four caged phosphite complexes 5 
vlso 0o(G10^)g(mTP)^g m(GlO<))0(MTP)^P Gu(010^ )s(mTP)<i 
and Gu(01)01%(MTP)^ are extremely good examples 
of coordination taking place through the aniono 
Both the nickel and cobalt complexes have been shown 
from ultraviolet reflectance spectra to be octahedralo 
This fact taken in conjunction with the infrared spectra
148.
which show that the anion has assumeâ symmetry 
means that the structure for these complexes is 
probably as shown in figo (Bo5)o
0 010,
m
CIQ
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Although ultraviolet spectra have not been measured
for either of the eoppe%'( II) complexes^ the infrared
spectra indicate that the complexes have similar
structures aa for nickel and c o b a l t T h e  infrared
spectrum of the complex 0u(Gl)C10^ (MTP)^ shows
that the perchlorate anion ie monodentatOo
For octahedral symmetry coordination through 01 must
also be present.
Several anomaliea are observed in the present
Investigations as compared with the results obtained
a©
by ¥©rkad©o Verkade et al found that oobalt(ll) 
bisperchlorate hexahydrate when reacted with MoToPo^ 
disproportionated to give (a) a yellow oobalt(l)
complexg viSo [Co(Mffî)^jOlO^  and (b) oolourleas 
[0a(MTP)^ ](C104 )ga Another complex prepared by 
Verkad© et was [Ni:(M®)^Hg0]0104 In which he
found it impossible to remove the water molecule 
from the inner coordination sphere of the nickel 
atom, These examples, along with the fact that 
he did not manage to prepare a complex using 
0lmc(Il)bi0p@rehlorate hydrate, compared to the 
present work must be due to the fact that he • worked 
with hydrated systems, whereas the present 
inveatigations were carried out under strictly 
anhydrous conditlonso ,
The spectrum of OuOlBf^(MTP)^ again suggest 
that the strong acid anion has assumed 0^^ symmetry, 
and implies coordination both through the chlorine 
atom and one of the fluorine atom© of the tetra™ 
fluoroborate group,
(D)
The relative affinities of ligand atoms or 
molecules of Group Vb elements for acceptor molecules
4
or ions is discussed by Ahrland et al , and mainly 
depends on the acceptor concernedo Two regular 
features are apparent, vis» (1) there Is a great 
difference between the coordinating affinities of
150=
nitrogen donors from donors of the other elements 
in thlB group, and (2) there are two classes of 
accepterao Acceptors designated class (b) are 
those which form their most stable complexes with 
the second or subsequent atom in a group.
Glass (b) acceptors, with a few exceptions, appear 
to be confined to the transition metals, character 
type depending on the availability of electrons 
from the lower d-orbitals of the metal for TT -bonding 
Cobalt, nickel and copper in their normal oxidation 
states are of class (b) type@ l,e, the coordinating 
affinities of the donor atom being in the order 
M < P > As > 8b > Bi, These metals form stable 
phoephine complexes, lèss stable arslnes and much 
less stable stibine complexes, With class (b) 
acceptors, nitrogen can be placed in the 
P > As > Bb > Bi sequence, the position of nitrogen 
in the sequence giving a measure of class (b) 
character, Ooordinating affinities of Group Vb 
elements have been studied for a number of class (b)
48 ,4© ,4"? ,48 «4 6 OG 1 ,68
acceptorso Several authors
have stated that tertiary alkylaminm have virtually
■151.
a® tenâeacy to ooordinato to metal aalta unleao
stabilieed by chelatiouo On the other hand, 
Hatfield and Yoke give a number of referenoee 
to authors who have prepared complexes of 
trim© thy lamine and/or trie thy lamine %vlth a aerlee 
of metal halides though there is no mention of 
Infrared measurement©, The literature doe® not 
appear to aa©igm absorption® of trlethylamlne 
complexe®p probably due to the fact that tertiary
*
amine® are difficult to identify epectrosoopicallyo 
Table (14) liste the observed frequenoiee for the 
Infrared absorptions of the triethylamlne complexes 
studied in the present investigations,
Trie thylamlme comnleg
IBtg 0,(010. )g
(EBtg
®i(G10.)s 0u(010.)a aucioio<i
/NEtg
625(8) 62?(8) 625(8) 624(b) 623(0)
?S5(ffl) 723(«) 740(w) 720(a) 720(w)
?80(w) 79S(w) 795(w) 792(w)
800(vy) 800(w)
840(w)
815(w)
840(î?)
810(w)
839(w) 835(w)
900(w)
920(w)
940(w)
9S0(w) 930(w)
940(w)
925(w)
895(w) 
926 (w)
•15g.
IEI-8
C3XaiU5S!8ïBSJS2ÎS»
997(w)
lOgO(w)
108'?
1130(sh)
ISOO(m)
0,(010. )g
(KEt.
1085(s„b)
1300(w)
K1(C10.)8 0u(C10.)g OuOlOlO^
1100(S5,b) 1095(®i,b) 1095(0,b)
lg90(w) 1300(w lS90(w)
Although there is a strong absorption at 1080 cra.”  ^
in the ligand itself, the absorption in this region 
for the complex Is much broader due to the presence 
of the perchlorate group. Ultraviolet reflectance 
spectra have shown that the metal atoms Im 
0o(010^ )8(œtg)g and STi(C10<j )g (lEtg )g are in aa 
octahedral environment. It Is mot considered 
that definite structural conclusions may be drawn 
from the Infrared spectra of these compounds at 
this juncture, There are two possibilities which 
have to be considered, The first ie that the 
perchlorate is essentially ionic In a symmetrical 
site and secondly^ the perchlorate group may be 
coordinated in a symmetrical tetrahedral manner.
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Th© similarity of the Infrared speotra of 
Gu(C10^ )3(®Etg)g aaâ Cu(Gl)C10<ji/ïîEtg suggest tha 
the sam© argumeat® apply as for the aiekel asad 
oobalt ®@ffipl®x®So
All the solutions prepared were made up in 
a dry box using anhydrous solvente and salta.
The solutions were prepared In 100 ml, flasks and 
the ground glass stoppers sealed in the flasks 
using FoTofoEo BleevoBo Ae an added precaution 
the stoppers were wired on to the flask.
Shaking was carried out on a mechanical shakerp 
reaction being completed in times varying from a 
few days to one month. The solutions were
filtered in the dry box using a porosity 4 sintered
funnel and a hand bulb connected to a Buchner flask, 
In some cases, repeated filtration was required and 
in other instances where separation was impossible 
by filtration, clear solution© were obtained by 
décantation.
The solutions were stored in the dry box and 
the ligands added either a© a liquid or as an ether
solution of the solid ligand, V/hen complex
formation took place, the precipitate was filtered 
the dry box and then dried under vacuum.
The Imfraro# spectra.of the salld oompoumd® 
were recorded m  mug 61 mulls ualmg a BerMst^-Elmer 
125 grating spectrophotometer,
The far infrared spectra were recorded a© 
mujol mulls using a Grubb^Parmom# double-beam 
spectrophotometer, %rpe DM2 (E00--66? cm, ^)o 
The mulls were supported between plates which are 
transparent in the spectral region under study,
©og« potassium bromide or polythene«,
A Hilger Uvlspek photoelectric epectroplioto- 
meter H700,309 fitted with a refleetane© unit was 
used for measuring the ultraviolet spectra of the 
oomplex®© im the range 200-1000 ,
Preparation. asid analysis
Solventg Ether was dried over sodium wire end 
then stored over molecular sieves, The ether was 
kept in a dry box which was kept free from moisture 
by means of open trays of 0@ o
Silver perchlorate s Anhydrous silver perchlorate
was obtaimed from BoDoE, but was further dehydrated 
by continuous pumping at 50-?0®0o The perchlorate
was them left under vacuum Im the dry box.
Silver te traficoroborate g The method of Sharp©
wae used for the preparation, Dry silver borate
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waa prepared by preeipitatioB from silver nitrate 
and boric.aoMo The borate (1,5 g«) was placed 
Im a silica bottle fitted with a B14 cane.
Bromine (5 ml,) was added to act as a moderator In 
the reaction* Bromine trlfluorlde was added, 
drop by drop, through a copper funnel, When exceee 
BrFg had been added, the Br@ and remaining BrPg were 
removed under vacuum on a normal vacuum line fitted 
with a silica trap. The 3»ast traces of BrFg were 
removed by heating at 130^0 for two hours.
:rta.vwgÆigaaïH
With the exception of MoToPo, which wae prepared by
the method of Verkade and Reynolds, the Uganda were 
all commercial sample©,
(A) G g m m
Gopper(Il) eM.orM©o Copper(Il) ehlorid© was
prepared by partial dehydration of the dihydrat© 
under vacuum at 100®0o The halide was then treated 
with freshly distilled thlonyl chloride.
When reaction ceased the thlonyl chloride wae
dietilled off under partial vacuum using a dry nitrogen
bleedo The product wâ3 washed several time© with 
dry carbon disulphide and finally heated at 1 0 0 ® 
under vacuum to remove the remaining carbon 
disulphidOo A yellow brown powder wae obtained« 
Analysis: Theory Cl,52,8
Pound 01,5206 
The absence of hydroxyl peaks in the near infrared 
was taken to mean that anhydrous halide had been 
obtainedo
CopperCIJjchloroperchlorateg Metathesi© in this 
case had to be carried cut for approximately 1 day© 
before the reaction was complete, The green
solution obtained was analysed to confirm that the 
solution was 1 0 0 ^ copper(ll)ohloroperohlorateo 
Analyelss Theory Cu,.51,8; Clt,17,9o
Pound €u, 51o5g 01,1?,7,
T©trakla(trlphenylsiiblne)copper( Ijperehiorate: 
white powder.
Analysis: Theory 0,54,9g H,5o8g Gl,2,2# 0,4olo 
Found C,55o2| E,3,9; Cl,2ol| 0o4o5, 
Tetrakle(trimethylphoaphi t e)oopper(I)perchlcrate$tiEs:t*i!sas s r rn îag:yac«teBHjiimcagyc:;ig2bi:JStf*acLaatet^j!jrfjMaig5y«M5tgttataâ^af8<Mtta=fa3Æ —^  ■■ ,#,^ , . ,*1-,*^
white crystals - very hygroscopic.
.188.
o
Analysiss ïheory 0,glo.9|- Clj,5o3j P 0I8 0 8
Pouaïd 0,21.69 H,So6? 01,806; P,18.g
S£teiMlii£iilfe2â^£iS^.£kPJ0Be£llls^2MS£âSll.
wMt© crystals - very hygrosoopic,
toalyaies Theory 0pS4o9| Hp?o3; 01,4,2; P,15o0
FouM 0p34o6| Gl,4o0| P,14o5o
ISjLâsâJâSîâEiâassiiziiilssz^ ©ff-wMt® powa®r,
Analysiss Theory 0,30.4; H,4.6; 01,9.0; P,15.7.
Powid 0,30.1; H,4.7; 01,8.7; P,15.5o
white powdero
Analysis g Theory,0,63,0§ Hp4o4; Clpÿolg P,9oO, 
FouM Cp62o?; H,4o7g 01,4,9; P,9oOo
IMatMm-With Addition of an
other solution of BiPh@ to eopp®r(Iï)0 hl©r©p©rohloratQ 
gave a green colloidal eclutioa whleh settled out on 
standing to a dull green precipitateo The colour 
suggested the formation of a copper(II) complex but 
analysis did not correspond to any reasonable 
formulation, infrared"spectra showed the presence of 
a perchlorate.
im, Immediate 
precipitation of a flwulemt white powder wa® 
oMaâneâo Malysl® â M  æot show the pTOseno® of 
either eeppor or o3jyg©ao A similar roaotioa and 
aaalysls w®r® ohtaiaed im ©©roral oas®® la whioh 
A#Phg wa© added t® @®pp©r(II)l)i0p®r@hlerat®o
& him® eolutlom of
©®pp®r( Jl)hl@p®rchlorat0 w A
a eolation of copper(Il)chloroperohlorate with am 
ether solution of silver perchlorate,
white powdero
AmalyeiBs Theory Go49,8g 01,4,0$ 0^7,4o
Poimd E,8o6; 01,3,9; 0,7,3,
Amalyeiss Theory 0,58ol; H,4o0$ 01,4,8; Ae,20o8q
Fourni 0,58o2; l,4o8§ 01,4,6; Aa,20o4o
Am mentioned provicuely, a white powder waa formed on 
several ©ooasioaa which did mot contain copper or
oxygen o
—X60—
hygroaeopic white crystals,
Analyelas Theory G,20,2g H,5ol§ 01,6,6; P,17o4o
Poumâ OggObl; H,S,3; 01,6,5; PglŸoéo
hygroscopic white crystals. 
Analysis8 Theory 0,32,7; H,6,8#
found 0,29,5; H»6,5;
TetraJ
01,5,4; P 014 o1o 
01,5,4; Pol4o3,
very pal®
pink powder,
A n a l y s i @a T h e o r y  0@ 28,0;
fosmd 0,88,0; E,4,4; 81,8.2; P,M.2.
8 green solid
Analysiss Theory 0,31.08 H,6.5; 01,15.3g R,6.0g
0,27.6? Ou,13.6.
found 0,29.7? H,6.6? 01,15.0? E,5„3?
0,27.6? Cu,13.9.
Other reaetions with e®nper(II)hi8nerohlorates
l î« a !« .v îl3 W O T « S ffi« « ï» !S M Ic S = ÎJ K ™ ia iI« !ra M a s ttH ttO T S K E E Œ !ï3 ît£ S !îî» a a « « V :iï= œ M = lS ÏW » ï3 « « ïa » ^ ^
Am identical complex was formed using PPh^ ae a 
ligand a m  im the case of oopper(II)chloroperGhlorate 
BlPhg again yielded a green complex which did mot 
analyse to any reasonable formulation.
Motathoai©
using c@pper(II)ohlorlde and silver tetrafluoro- 
borate Im ether yielded a jelXow«gr©em ©elutloîio 
Amalysi© confirmed that the solution was entirely 
©opper(ïï)©hlorotetrafluoroborateo A eoXution of 
the bietetrafluaraborate was act obtained as 
Ou CBF^)^ le insoluble im ether.
Analysis g Theory Cu0 54,0; GlplSolo
Found 0Up33o8; OlglSoO,
fluoroboratea chocolate brown solid,
A a a l y s i s s  S h e o i ’y  G , 6 0 . 9 ?  E , 4 o E ?  G l , 4 o 9 $  3 , 1 . 8 ?
3 . 8 . 7 .
f @ u m â  G ( , 6 0 . 4 ?  H , 4 . 2 ?  0 1 , 5 . 4 ?  B , 1 . 5 ?
3 . 8 . 7 .
f l u ® 2 “0 l 3 0 r a t ® s  w h i t ®  g © w a e r .
T h e o s * y  0 , 5 4 . 1 ?  H , 3 . 8 §  0 1 , 2 . S ?  3 , 0 . 7 ?  
f , 4 . 8 .
f o m d  0 , 5 8 . 9 ?  H , S . 8 ?  0 1 , 2 . 2 ?  B , 0 . 7 ®  
f , 4 . 7 .
16 2*
ÎSZâîâl colourless meeêlee©
Analysis: Theory Gp54o2; E@3o8; GIg4oSg Pp9o5g
ASplSoBo
Found Gp54o5| Glp4d6; F^ 9i>2§
A®glBû^ o
fluoroboratas white powder©
s fh@©rj Cp61o5; Hs4o3§ 0 1 5 ;  BpOo8g
Fi,5o4; ASgBloSo 
Fotmi CgSldli GlpBo4g B^OoB
Ppëoé; ASpEloSo
yellow solid©
toalysiss Theory G;30o9g Eg4©6; Glp4o5; B^loé;
Pp9o8; PplQoOo 
f@md CJ^ SOoO; Ol^é©©;
Pp9o8; ?pl6o5o
T#trakla(i
kogaigl. whit® crystals =• very hygreeceple.
iss &@ory (3,22.3? H,5.6? 3,19.2? 3,11.8, 
3®ianS 8,22.3? 1,3.6? 3,19.1? 3,11.8,
eiS/X 6  5 —
y®ll0w.-g3?©ea solido : 
toalyal©? 'Ih®ory 0,37.2?
01,9.0. 
Fomâ 0,36.6? 
01,8.8.
Other rssiotioas
Ho7o7; »p7o2; Bg2a8g
HpVol; N06o9; B,2p7;
Omoe again a green precipitate was obtained using 
BiPhg© The analjsie did met yield a suitable 
fo rm u la tio n  p the ratio ®f 0 g H 8 01 § B a 1 b e in g  
20o5 9 24o7 g 2o8 8 I 8 2o7o Beth (BtO)^P and 
(PhO)gP gave brmm aelutlema which th en  tu rn e d  
e e lo u rle e s  and d id  met y ie ld  a solid©
a ®  gr@p@rat&0m was aarrled
@ut using the hexahydrat© u b  far oopper(ïI)chl@rM©o 
1 straw coloured powder warn obtained©
Amalyalmg Theory 01p54©8; Pound Cl^54©6©
Im this ease metatheels wae continued for 20-50 days 
before reaction had been completed© A yellow solution
.164.
rmB o b t a i n e d  w h i c h  w a ê  s h o w n  b y  a n a l y s i s  t o  b e  a  
M i x t u r e  of t h e  o h l o r o p e r c h l o r a t e  a n d  b l e p e r o h l o r a t e , 
A t t e m p t s  t o  p r e p a r e  a s o l u t i o n  w h i c h  w a s  e n t i r e l y  
o h l o r o p e r a h l o r a t e  w e r e  u n s u o o e e e f u l ©  T i t r a t i o n
o f  t h e  m i x e d  s o l u t i o n  w i t h  an e t h e r  s o l u t i o n  o f  
s i l v e r  p e r c h l o r a t e  p r o d u c e d  a  y e l l o w  s o l u t i o n  o f  
n l e k e l ( I I ) b i a p e r e h l o r a t @  ©
â  n i c k e l  s o l u t i o n  o f  s i l v e r  t e t r a f l u o r o b o r a t e  
in e t h e r  could n o t  b e  p r e p a r e d  ©
light brown solid©
Analysis g Theory Q0660I; Hp4o6; €1e,5o4; Po9o5;
mie4oG
Found G^GOoO; Hg4o6§ Pp9o6;
pale yellow© This reaction seemed to be 
tempe^j^mental - sometimes a small yield of precipitate
was obtainedp other ©caasions did not produce any 
complex©
Analysis: Theory Cp5Bo3; Ep4ol$ 01p4o8$ Asp20©80
Cig5So4$ 01 p4@ 4; A®p20olo
—165—
whit© powder®
Analysis@ Theory Gg44o8;
Foumd Cp44oG;
HpSol; 01p7o4o 
HgSoG; GlpYoSo
deep orange powder - very hygroeooplOo
8 Theory 0g21 ©6; Hp5©4; Clp7ol,; PglSoG© 
Pound. Qp80©7; HgSol; Olp^oO; gplGoSo
orange solid - very hygroeoopiOo 
Aaaly®iB8 Theory Cp34o4; Hp7o2;
Pound Cp3I'o3; Hp6o8.;
OlgBçY; Pgl4o8o
Clp5o5§ p0l4'p2o
erohlorate :""‘■** i^iî»:æ5tt^C5î5l2tiKE3SSieS5îîa:5t3acSïL«i^^
pale yellow solid - hygroaooplOo 
Amalyelss .Theory Cg5io3; !ip6o5; 01gl5o4;
Poimd GgSlpO; EgGoB; GlglboOg
Other reactiona
M pS p X o 
EgGogo
(PhO)@P simply yielded aa iatractable oil©
Reaction of BiPhg produced a dull yellow solid In
which the ratio of C g H s 01 Waa 10©7 § 10 g 1©
yellow solid.
Analysis: Shsory 0,28.3? H,4.gg 01,8.3? P.14.6
Pound 0,28.1? E,4.4g 01,8.8? P,14r8,
-166.
Ccs'balt(IX)©hlorid©g preparation was oarrlèê
out using the hexahydrat© as for oopper(Ïl)ehl0rld< 
A blue powder was obtained^
Analysis8 Theory 01^54*Y# Pound 01j>54o6o
'ate 8 Réaction was complete
la appro3cimat©ly Y dajSo A purple solution was 
obtained whioh was a mlssture of ohloroperchlorate 
and bisperchlorateas In the case of the corresponding 
nickel selutiono Attempts to prepare the chloro- 
perchlorate in 100^ yield were imsucoessfulo 
The red cobalt(II)bl8perchlorate was obtained by 
titrating the mixed solution with silver perchlorate 
In ethero
blue crystalso
Analysisg Theory Gp6 6 ol;
Round Ü£,65o6^
Hg4o6^ Clp6o4; Pp9o5, 
GlgéoBg P^9o4
blue 
Analysis Theory C^58o3| Glg4o8; A B ç 2 0 o 2 o
Round 0p58o2| Cls>4aB| ASp20o3o
mff=owhlte solid o
Analysis8 Theory G{?44o8| H^Sol; Gl/?o4o
Pound 0p44o2§ Hp3o2| 01p?o3o
OI060E0
01p S o Oo
teom aolido
Analysiss Theory OpS?o9^ HpEo6 §
Pound 090609;
lgxg|feleit£Affe:|M:lÆfagJ§PJAS^  ^
orange solido
Amalyeles Theory OpEloGg Ep5o4g Cl^Yolg P 9I8060
Pound OpEloB; E,5o4; OI^YoB# PglScGo
solid - very hygrosooploc 
Analysis8 Theory G^Moé; EgYoEg
Poimd Cg30o0i Hp6o9g
Analysing
Clj,5„7j Bpl4„8o 
Glp5„6§ P,14,6o
X y©llov? solid
Theory 0,28o3; Hp4oSg 01,8.8; P,14o6. 
Pound GpS8.6§ 01,8.0; P,14o4o
purple solid
which tend© to turn brown very quicklyo
Analysis8 Theory OgSlo^ i; Eg6 o6 i 01@Iëo4; HgGolg OoplEoB;
Pound Gp31 e5# Hp6o5g OlpMoB^ Mp5o5; GOplEo5o
.168.
Oofoslt( Il)ol3lorot0 tgà.fluûgohorate s Metathesis
o>  III iin iii i ï i i ii  n ^ in r i r»<m 'n ir  f f t n i i i i iw i i i i iw     » , ................. ................................ ................................ ................................  . » f <iMiiiiWi amTi[[rmrnin n i rii]7-»
yielded a oolourleee solution which turned blue on 
standing over a prolonged periods 
Analystes Theory OOpSEoS; 01pl9o6o
Found GOp^Eol; Glgl9o8e
Reaction8§ Blue precipitates were formed on
addition of PPh^ and AePh^ p and a very pal® pink 
complex with SKPhgo In each case it was only 
possible to obtain enough sample for infrared 
analyeiSo Various attempts failed to improve the
(B)
M-n©(Il)©hlorid©g %lno(II)chloride was prepared
from the hydrate ae for copper(II)ohlorid©o 
1 white powder was obtained and since it wae 
extremely hygroscopicp it was used Immediately after 
preparatiOBo
Analysis g Theory 01^52ol§ Pound OlgSloBo
21nc(II)per©hi©rat©§ 81elchlometrie amounts of
II)chloride miû silver perchlorate were shaken 
together In ether« An immediate white floculent
precipitate of silver chloride was formedo 
The reaction went t© completion within 50 minutes 
giving a eolourleea solutiono In order to obtain 
complete separation of the halide fx'om the solution@ 
repeated filtrations and/or décantation was neeeesary
white powdero
Analysis8 Theory Op54c.Bg Ep3o8g PpY»9g OlpSoO;
p 0 o 2 o
Round Op54cl; Hp^oOg Pp7o6; OlpBcY#
p B o 0 o
eÛmlailSlffilIÜZlZâMfflâlSi, whit® aelW
iiaaljetea Theory 0^49®3; Hp3o4| CJlp0ol| ASplYolo
Pound 0(,49o3g HpSoYg Glp?.9g AaglYodo
rchlorate
Addition of triethjlamine resulted in the formation
of a white colloidal solution which deposited a white 
precipitateo Very quickly tlii® precipitate yielded
a yellow oil which solidified whan a vacuum was 
appliedo The tacky yellow solid analysed as follow®§ 
Theory CpS0o9g Hp6o4g OlplGoE; Ip6oDo 
Pound Hg6 o8 g Glpl4o8g Bp5o6o
other rgasfcionss SfePh- yielded a white preoipitat®
which analysed In the ratio C s H s 01 s 0 as 
12 8 13 g 1 g 60 Similarly It was not possible 
to assign a formula to the brown needles formed cm 
the addition of BlPhg to the parent aolutiono 
The ratio of C s H 8 01 8 0 for the brown needles 
wae 60I § 8o£ § 1 s 4oBo The remaining phosphites 
yielded intractable yellow oilso
 ___   j i s t e t r a J _____ _ _________tes The colourlesB
solution of ^lme(II)bletetrafluaroborat@ warn 
prepared In an identical manner to the blsperohlorate
solutiono
(triphenylarsine)aln
white needleso
Analysis8 Theory G»69ol; H 940I1 Bpl&5# Ppl0o4§
As g 20 o 5 o
Round C^58o5g H^iolg Bplo6g F^lOoEg 
?
Other réactions g ITslmg the ligands BbPhg p BlPhg 
white solide were obtained but could not be 
characterised o A email yield of white needle® warn 
obtained with MoToP® but there was not enough sample
ta oharaet@ri0@ tbia e6mpl@% either.
Analysie Theory 0,56.6; H,3»9;
P,8 olo 
Poimd 0,55.8; H,4.6g
P.8.5.
3,8.9; P,19.9;
3,8.9; P,19.8
Ultraviolet speetra.
The groufflâ etat® for oetabedral Mickel(Il) oomplezee 
i® Agg. Table (5.1) iBdioates the transitions 
observed, the frequeney of the masima being given in 
wav© number® x 10 o
Zmkl&_LWJL. M M mdral nickel(II)
G©lour ®s.g(F)
li(ei04)a(âaPbs)<a pal©yellow 15.7 BécT
li(C10^ )j5(SWhs)g whit® 13.7 E6oO
11(010^ )a/BiPhg dull
yellow
14, S ESoE
li(01OJaE(M®0)gP3s ©rang© 13.0 E3o9
M(G10<s)sE(IStO)gP3@ ©rang© ™ . EEo?^
ii{eiojgEMw3a yellow 13.3 24o4(Bh)
Ii(el04)g(Mtg)g yellow 14.0 E4o4
The light br#wm eemplex li(G10jg(PPhg)<i did met
glTO m satlafactcry reflectance spsstrnat fh© complex
010^ )g [( E t O ) ]q tèàdéd to éecompoee and the 
apeotrura le therefor© mot very o©molueiv©o
Table (3oE) ahow© the tranaitlom© from the 
ground state for octahedral cobalt(II) complexes.
gmlmm âsiUl &gi2i
4^
0®(01©<i)8 B
yellow
purple
15o B 
15oB
l?o6
lYoO
The bands Cfabl©(3o3)] observed Im the visible 
region for tetrahedrally ooordimated oobalt(II) 
complexes arise from tramsltiomB from the ground 
state ^Ag t# g' *
Colour A_
)s(3?»0>.
( AsPh@
blue
blue
14o9 to 16o4
1 4 05 to 16 05
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